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honor roll of all A's with
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on the special roll are
Alexander, Eleanor Ann
dad Bob McConnell. Jun-
, ite Holt. Sophomores:
Hancock and June
Freshmen: Peggy Guess,
Sue Hawkins, Jean Holt
th Hughes. Eighth Grade:
Candler, Maggie Lambert
eraldine Scott. Seventh
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Adams, Rosie Beck, Con-
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Apple Blossom Queen
Princeton, Caldwe County, Kentu
cky, Thursday, April 20, 1950
Number 42
, Volume Of Trade
Increase Reported
For This County
Pretty Anne Carleton Hadley,
18-year-old daughter of Mrs. Al-
ben Barkley, was selected queen
, of the 23rd annual Shenandoah
I Apple Blossom 'Festival at Win-
chester, Va. She is 
44e in 
Newtudent at
Sophie Newco 
Orleans. (AP Wirephoto)
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g, Margaret Brandon, lege's all-time baske
tball greats,
Cook, Jack Cook, Jean has been appointed head varsity
ur, Barbara Franklin, basketball and baseball coach at
Hart, James Mick, Sue
I, Billie Joe Pierce, Dan-
Knox college, Galesburg, Ill., it
ass, Robert White, Eunice 
was announced this week by Ath-
and James Cartwright 
letic Director Dean S. Trevor.
ornores: Ralph Anderson, 
Downing, former athletic in-
d Ausenbaugh, Barbara 
structor here, is now serving as
Sue Boyd Thelma Cole_ 
assistant basketball coach and
Craveas,.'Marlaod phyacitj educati
on instructor of
Wanda Farless, Ma.rilu 
William and Mary, Williamsburg,
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sophomores are Sara 
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Mildred Lambert, Marga-
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d, Freda Oliver, Mary 
At Western Kentucky, Downing
led the Hilltoppers to the National
Invitational Tournament finals in
1942. He was named to the all-
tournament team, adding to lau-
rels already accorded him as all-
conference selection in the KIAC
and .the SIAA. Also a star end on
eters, Doris Dean Pierce,
(Me, Dot Russell, Sidney
Wanda Scott, Laura
Martha Jane Stallings,
e Stephens, Jeanne Ward,
White, Robert .William-
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Downing, a native of Butler,
Hapain, Billy E. Hammond 
Pa., received a - B. S. degree from
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• M. A. degree at William a n d
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. Joy Jewell, Donald Lew-
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ved for three years as athletic
coach and physical education in-
structor at Butler High School,
h Grade: Charlot Akers, 
Princeton. During. World War II
te he was a staff sergeant in the
le Boone, Becky Bell, Reba Army Air Corps and served over-
ly Crider, Mickey Cun- seas in the Pacific theater.
Maxine Davis, Maglean
Anna Neal, Marlene Haile, 
Downing's wife is the former
Johnson, Barbara Lowery, 
Helen Wood Nichols, daughter of
McClain, Bill Morse,
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Nichols, Fre-donia.
Jarvis, Jean Paris, Steve _
Anna Sue Stephens, Sue
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Inng Reporter
QUESTION
viewing his five years In
Mr. Truman said that he
the country is in fine
now. Do you agree with
ANSWERS
L. Cash. Yes, because I
optimist with my eyes
think the world is getting
not worse, no matter who
sident may be. There's
of room for improvement,
F,lizabeth Mills, Between
and the national war debt,
see much improvement.
. Off-handed, I
say that is a 64-dollar
n, but I can ten you right
rutrian isn't as good as he
Years ago. He his steadily
In popularKy, mostly by
ing the American people.
Business Census Shows
Retail Sales Increased
209 Per Cent During
1948 Over Year 1939
Retail, whelesate, and service
establishments located in Cald-
well county showed a substantial
expansion in dollar volume of
trade from 1939 to 1948, according
• 
to preliminary figures from the
1948 Census of Business re:eased
this week bY-The Bureau of the
Census, U. S. Department of
Commerce.
Retail sales in the county dur-
ing 1948 aggregated $6.8 million,
which is an increase of 209 per
cent over the $2.2 mllion in 1939
when the preceding Census of
Business was taken. Wholesale
sales in the county reached a to-
tal of $6.0 million in 1948 as com-
pared with $0.9 million in l93.
The service trades included in
the census recorded receipts total-
ling $310,000 in 1948 compared
with $88,000 in 1939.
These preliminary figures have
been derived from a census report
on Caldwell county, which in-
cludes data for Princeton. Final
figures, superseding the prelim-
inary data for Caldwell county,
will be included in a bulletin for
the State to be issued in several
months. Similar data will be made
available this year in preliminary
and final form for each of the
-counties-and -States. A-aingle c
of the preliminary release for
Caldwell county as well as an or-
der blank for other' area releases
may be obtained by writing to the
Bureau of the Census, Washing-
ton 25, D. C.
/The 1948 figures listed a total
of 150 retail trade establishments
in Caldwell county, employing nil
workers. Of this number, there'
were Se under the.tood group, 11
undef the eating and drinking
places, 7 general merchandise
stores, 10 in the automotive group,
19 gasoline service • stations, 12
under the lumber-building-hard-
ware group. 5 drug and proprie-
tary stores and 10 under other re-
tail stores. Of the total 194 estab-
lishrnents, 134 were reported lo-
cated in Princeton and 60 in the
remainder of the county. The fig-
ures released also • telsorted 11
wholesale trade establishments in
the county with 69 employees.
Mrs. Frank Wood To Be -
Humored At Music Meet
'Mrs. Frank G. Wood is in Ow-
ensboro today attending the State
Convention of the Kentucky Fed-
eration of Music Clubs. Mrs. Wood
has received notice froen that or-
ganization's state president that
she is to be introduced and recog-
nized with other Kentucky cam-
peers at a banquet Friday night.
Miss Angeline Henry wil at-com-
mis- her to Owensboro_
Marion Gospelairs To
Appear Here Sunday
The Marion Gospelairs will. be
presented at the regular 11 a. m.
service Sunday, April 23, at' the
Barbee Memorial . Cumberland
Presbyterian Churc h. it is an-
nounced. •
A FISHERMAN'S LUerK
Ten-year-old George Mittelhois o
f Omaha holds back the tears
a-
us he watches a doctor 
remove a fishhook from his hand, but
"gosh, it'd make a big man cry."
 In 20 minutes' of fishing at one
of Omaha's municipal park pools
 George hooked one fish and him-
self. At county hospital whe
re the hook was removed, George
armouneed he was giving up fishing
 for a While now that bisebel!
season is here. (AP Wliephoto)
COME BACK AND FIGHT
Since no decisions were lied in the junior bouts at the N
aval
Academy at Annapolis, Md., Clerke Davenport 
had nothing to gain
00 , Inc img ai.er 
the hgni was
over. Both are three years and fight in the 
40-pound class.
Billy is the son of Conidr. E. Hoffman, a na
vigation instructor.
Clark's dad is Lt. Cpl. W. D enport of the 
Academy Executive
department. (AP Wirephoto)
rr arnea uirecio
Of Polio Chapter
' --
Succeeds Mrs. Inez K.
Ligon, Resigned; Is Former
Kentucky C Of C Official
.Appnintrnent of Howard C. Orr
as executive director of
tacky Chapter. National Fouada-
tion for Infantile Pararlysis, has
been announced by Neil Dalton,
chairman of the organization's
board of directors. Orr succeeds
Mrs. Inez K. Ligon. He has been
connected with the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce, in charge
tourist promotion.
•shfr3. Ligon started
„
the'..Xentucky Chapter as a vol-
unteer in 1945 and became its sec-
retary two years later. 'Her work
has been highly commended by
polio workers throughout the ,
state. Mrs. Ligon has visited
Princeton several times during
her work with the Kentucky
Chapter.
It was said by directors of the
chapter that her resignation was
accepted with reluctance as her,.
work had proved "most success-
ful" in providing the best treat-
ment for all the state's polio vic-
tims.
Orr, a major in World War II,
lives' at Pewee Valley and has
two young daughters.
Missionary Baptist
Churches Set Series
Of Revival Services
Sixteen of the 30 Missionary
Baptist Churches of the Caldwell
Baptist Association will begin a
series of services beginning April
24. These services will continue
for five nights, with a different
speaker in each church, it is an-
nounced by the Rev. G. R. Pen-
degraph, regional worker.
Churches participating will be
Mount Zion, Macedonia, Kuttawa,
Eddyville, Pleasant Hill, Fredon-
ia, Faddy Creek, Midway, Donald-
son, Chapel Hill, Maple Avenue,
Northside, First Baptist of Prince-
ton, Crider, White Sulphur and
BeulaE Hill
Tbe public is Cordially invited.
Kl:ncetonians Attend
Flower Festival At Paducah
Among Princetomans attending
the Paducah Spring Flower Festi-
val at the Memorial Auditorium
in Paducah Saturday and Sunday
were Dr. and Mrs. C. F. Engel-
hardt, Mrs. Rumsey Taylor, Mrs.
Shell Smith, Mrs. W. L. Mays,
and Mrs. Richard Ratliff. The
show is an annual event,sponsor-
ed jointly by the Garden Divi-
sion of the Paducah Woman's
Club and the Paducah Garden
Club.
Arnold's To Present
Showing Of Cottons
Arnold's will present a personal
showing of spring and summer
cottons at their store on Main
street here Friday. April 21. from
10:30 a. m., to 4:30 p. m., it is an-
nounced. Styles shown, It was
said, will be from the nation's
foremost manufacturer*, Ind
modeled by Miss Sarah Myers, of
Hopkipsville.
IN PRINCETON HOSPTTAL
George Martin, Sr., resident of
Hotel Princeton, is very ,ill at the
PrineetOn Hospital, It wais report-
ed Wednesday.
Cut In Mail Service
Ordered By Donaldson
Sharp cuts in postal ser-
vice, including a reduction to
one delivery a day in resi-
dential areas, were ordered
Tuesday by Postmaster Gen
eral Jesse M. Donaldson. The
orders, effective immediately
upon receipt,"ivill-FFiia m
postmasters today. The orders
come at a time when Donald-
son is seeking increased pos-
tal rates and appropriations
from Congress. Deputy Post-
master General Vincent Burk
estimated that about 10,000
postal employees would be
laid off as a result of the
curtailment, while the post-
master general explained that
the reductions were necessary
in view of Congress' decision
against h i s recommendation
for rate increases amounting
to about $600,000,000 a year.
John Mahan, local postmas-
tei., said Wednesday that he
had not received the official
not', but the order probably
will have an effect here. Mail
routes also may have to be
re-arranged, he said.
Penney Store To Give
Style ow April 28 ;
local J. C Penney store
11 sponsor a style show Friday,
April 28, to show a collection of
summer dresses, it is announced
by Joe Mensal, manager. Mem-
ber* of the Beth sigma Phi sorori-
ty will be models. The public is
cordally tneited.
1950 Cancer Fund
Drive Reaches The
Half-Way Mark
Names Of Additional
Workers Are Listed;
Cancer' Mobile To Be
Mere May 24, 25, 26
Approximately half the goal of
$1,500 in Caldwell county's an-
nual cancer drive has been raised,
according to the last report made
this week by Mrs. F. K. Wylie,
chairman of the 1950 fund rais-
ing campaign.
Mrs. Wylie said the cooperation
of the people solicited so far has
been "splendid" and that work-
ers are confident that the goal
will be reached this year.
The chairman also said that
tnombers of the Beta Sigma Phi
Sorority was the first organiza-
tion to contribute to the drive as
a whole. They reported 100- per
cent in their contributions the Nancy Chaffee, pretty 21-year-
first day. old Southern California girl, re-
Pupils of Bethany School pre- lases between sets in her stiff
sented a radio_show and all the training in an attempt to realize
proceeds were presented to the her greatest ambition, "a chance
American Cancer Society. Their to represent the United States at
teacher is Mrs. Virginia Strong. Wimbledon." The new national
Names of workers in the drive indoor woMen's tennis champion
whose names were not available says that she is really serious
for last week's issue of The about her tennis for the first time
Leader are Mrs. Robert McGehee,
Mrs. Merle Brown, Mrs. Jean
Chandler, Mrs. Millard Cummins,
Mrs. Frank Sisk, Mrs. C. E. Gad-
die, Mrs. Herndon Greer, Miss
Sarah Richie, Mrs. Larrie Gran-
staff, Mrs. Billie Gresham and
Mrs. L. E. Nichols. Mrs. Homer
Mitchell and Mrs. Jimmy Mitch-
ell have charge of the fund drive
Otter Pond, Mrs. Wylie addd
Workers in the Colored divi-
sion are Miss Mary Medlock, Mrs.
Mamie Blakely, Mrs. Effie Hollo-
well and Mrs. Ina Calvert.
A Cancer Mobile will be in
Princeton May 24-26 to offer its
services, Mrs. Wylie reminded
residents.
Wimbledon Is Goal
Mrs. John Irvin,
Presbyter7.al
To Visit Here Today
Mrs. John Irvin. national presi-
dent of women's organizations of
Presbyterian churches, will be in
Princeton tonigh t, Thursday,
April 20, enroute to Sturgis to
speak at a Presbyterial meeting.
Mrs. Irvin was one of the Pres-
byterian delegates to the World
Council of Churches held in Am-
sterdam, Holland, ar.d has render-
ed long service in other foreign
I countries, it is reported.
Pennyroyal Homemakers Mrs. Albert King, State Synod-
To Hold Annual Meeting 
a-al president, will accompany
Mrs. Irvin. A dinner will be given
here in their honor tonight.The 17th annual Pennyroyal
district rheeting of the Kentucky
Federation of Homemakers will
be held at the State Theater in
Central City Thursday, April 27,
from 10:00 a. m. until 3:00 p. m.,
Two County Children
Are Bitten By Dogs
Two reports of dogs biting chil-
Home Agent Wilma Vandiver an- dren this county were reported
nounces. this week by Dr. W. L. Cash,
Mrs. Evelyn Millis Duvall, exe- County Health Depa
rtment di-
cutive secretary of National Coun-
cil of Family Relations, Chicago,
Illinois, will speak on' "Living
With Our Differences In The Fam-
ily." Miss Alice Ward, a former
4-H girl, plans to show colored
slides to illustrate a talk, entitled,
"My Trip In Denmark."
Miss Myrtle Weldon, State lead-
er of home demonstration agents,
and Mrs. W. K. Morris, president
of the Kentucky Federation of
Homemakers, also will be on the
program, Miss Vandiver said.
K. U. Employees Honor
Gregory With Banquet
Thirty four K. U. employees
and their guests attended a ban-
quet at the American Legion Hall
at Marion Wednesday night, April
12, in honor of R. S. Gregory.
Princeton manager who has been
promoted to division inanager for
the company, with headquarters
in Paducah. Personnel from the
Princeton, Marion and Dawson
Springs offices were hosts.
Scout Court Of Honor
Scheduled For Tonight
Boy Scouts of the Three Rivers
District eligible to be advanced
in rah will be presented their
badges at a court of honor to be
held at 7:30 p. m. tonight, AprIl Caldwell county bank. The goy-
 
of Henley and Mansfield were
taken from the sedan by FBI
20, at Ogden Memorial Methodist ernment contends that they pl
ot - Agent Kyle F. Taelt-ett and Padu-
Churoh, it is announced. Grayson ted the robbery at Paducah a
nd cah Pollee Captain Lyle Molloy.
Harrelson will preside over the staged it by holding up Assist
ant FBI Fingerprint Expert Cresson
ceremony. Cashier Keith Rogers about 2:50
' B. Henderson, Washington, said
p. m. on December 21. The trio al- he was "positive the prints were
legedely used a 1949 ice green correctly identified." The print
Chevirolet stolen from Darrell taken from the glove romped-
Shpernaker,'MUrray, and a, Ivor inefit ticl a knotett print of Hew.
black Chevrolet coupe owned by ley's thumb matched in at least
Henley as getaway cars.
Mansfield pleaded guilty to the
robbery severeLweeks ago and is
awaiting sentence.
Mansfield Tuesd ay morning
surprirti tlie government When
rector.
Anna Louise Lamb, 14-year-old
daughter of Price Lamb of Clax-
ton, was bitten on the hand Sat-
urday with Martha Lois Ramey,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Ramey, Varmint Trace, receiving
a leg bite. Both are taking rabies
shots as a precautionary measure.
according to Dr. Cash.
in her career. She wear shorts,
and looks good in them, while
training at Ventura, Calif., but
she says she would never repre-
sent the United States in such a
costume. (AP Wirephoto)
Death Comes To
Virgil H. Swinney
Timber Dealer Suffers
Heart Attack Last
Wednesday Night
Funeral services for Virgil H.
Swinney, 43, who died at his home
on N. Darby street Wednesday
night, April 12, about 9 p. m.,
from a heart attack, were -eons
ducted Friday afte.moon, April
14, at the First Baptist Church by
the Rev. Irvine L. Parrett.
Born and reared in Muhlen-
berg - county, Mr. Swinney was
the slan of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
W. Swinney, of Greenville. His
mother preded h i m in death
four years 40. Survivors include
his wife, the former Marie Hagan,
a small son, David Warren; three
sisters, Mrs, Verhon Buckley,
Morton's Gap; Mrs. Stanley Bur-
nette, and Mrs.
Lilliam O'hara; Evansville, Ind.
Members of the Masonic Lodge
were in charge of the funeral.
Singers were Mrs. Oliver All-
cock, Mrs. W. F. Pickens, Miss
Lou Nell Russell and Miss Mary
Leta Hamby; and Messrs. Huston
Hatler, Dennis Hodge, Jimmy
Clayton and Cecil Smith.
Burial was in Cedar Hill cem-
etery.
Rev. Tallent Speaks
At Rotary Meeting
Speaker at the regular weekly
meeting of the Princeton Rotary
Club Tuesday night at the First
Christian Church was the Rev.
Harvey Tallent, pastor of the
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
U. S. Ends Testimony
In Fredonia Bank Case
The United States late Tuesday
afternoon closed its case against
James Lee Henley and Stanford
Yates. Paducahans charged with
helping rob the Fredonia Valley
Bank of $4,177.52 in a daylight
holdup last December 21. The de-
fense was to take over Wednes-
day morning and the case trial
was expected to end late Wed-
nesday.
The government paraded ,35;
witnesses to the stand to piece
together its case against the pair.
The defense has several witnesses,
but not as many as the United
States.
Henley, Yates and Cecil Mans-
field are accused of robbing the
he denied that Yates and Henley
' aided him in the robbery. He re-
pudiated statements he purported-
ly gave,the FBI after his seizure
,
last February in Detroit and evi-
1 dence he gave to the Federal
Court grand jury at Owensboro
in March.
"I was there but they wasn't,"
the stoically calm Mansfield said
on the stand. Later Mansfield in-
directly accused the FBI of prom-
ising him a "lighter sentence" if
he would implicate somebody else
and indicated that he drew Yates
and Henley and Mrs. Henkey into
the picture to gain mercy from
the' United States.
Fingerprints identified as those
12 distinct places, he said.
FBI agents who took the state-,
ments repudiated by Mansfield
swore he made them and that he
was promised nothing and was not
threatened In any way.
Richard Gregory
Resigns Position
On School Board
Mrs. W. D. Armstrong
Is Appointed To Fill
Unexpired Term; Seven
School Teachers Resign
The resignaton of Richard S.
Gregory as chairman of the City
Board of Education and the ap-
pointment of Mrs. W D. Arm-
strong to fill the remainder of his
unexpired term is announced by
C. 'I'. Pollard, superintendent of
city schools. The change over be-
comes effective May 31.
Mr. Gregory resigned because
of his transfer to Paducah to be-
come division manager for the,
Kentucky Utilities Company, it\
was explained. The Board accept-
ed Mr. Gregory's resignation with
regret a n d expressed "their
wholehearted appreciation for his
fine and outstanding service as a
member of the School Board,"
the superintendent said.
According to Pollard, the Board
hal accepted the resignation of
seven teachers and elected two
new teachers at Butler High
School and two at Dotson.
Teachers whose resignations
were accepted were listed as Mrs.
Margaret Chambers, Mrs. Frank
Craig, Mrs. J. L. Hicks, Miss Mary
Beth Mills, Miss Nancy Stowers,
Mrs. Paul Tillman and Paul Till-
man.
New teachers elected to teach
at Butler were listed as Mrs. W.
P. Kirkman and Mrs. J. T. Robin-
son. Mrs. Annie Banks Martin and
Mrs. Willa Russell Southers were
elected to teach at Dotson.
Teachers eniplu  on limited-
contracts re-elected to teach dur
ing the school year 1950-51 are as
follows:
Elementary: Mrs. J. D. Alexan-
der, Mrs. Flora Creekmur, Mrs.
Nola Lewis, Mrs. B. G. Moore,
Mrs. Josephine Moore, Mrs. Vir-
gie Lee Morse, Mrs. Charles Mc-
Gough, Mrs. Matie Owens and
Mrs. Vernon Taylor.
High School: Cliff Cox, John
Hackett, James Maddox and Mrs.
Cooper Crider,
Dotson: James Polk Graffey,
Ben McCutcheon and Miss Ger-
raline Johnson.
The following teachers and
principals are on continuing con-
tracts and are automatically elect-
ed, Pollard said. Elementary:
Russell Goodaker, Mrs. Hillery
Barnett, Mrs. Charles Curry, Miss
Audie Green, Miss Eloise Jones,
Mts. Mary Frank Lester and Mrs.
Jeff Watson.
High School: C. A. Horn, Miss
Robert Lee Beck, K. V. Bryant,
Miss Pamelia Gordon, Miss Vir
ginia Hodge, Miss Gladys Knott,
Mrs. McKee Thomson and Mrs.
J. L. Walker.
Dotson: Miss Juanita McNary
and Miss China Lou Jones.
Janitors re-elected by t h e
Board were N. E. Fraliek, P. D.
Darnell, Lonnie Vinson and Jim-
mie Lee,
Mr. Pollard resigned as of July
1 several weeks ago so that he
can enter Teachers College at
Columbia University to finish
work on a Doctor of Education
degree. (.. C. Taylor, who is now
serving as principal of Bourbon
County Vocational High School,
has been named to fill the va-
cancy.
740 City Auto Tags
Purchased In 1949-1950
Approximately 44 more city
automobile license plates have
been purchased during the 1949-
50 year than the previous year,
Garland Quiseriberry reported
last weekend. The present year
will end May 1 and the city will
start collecting for the 1950-51
period. Quisenberry, who has
charge of the collection of the
city automobile licenses of $5 a
car, said that motorists not mak-
ing the purchase for the present
year would be turned over to Po-
lice Court. So far 740 licenses
have been purchased compared to
696 sold at this time last year,
Quisenberiy added.
Federated To Observe
Fifth Anniversciry
The Federated Store, under the
ownership of -Mrs. Ree I. Engel-
harth,. will celebrate its fifth an-
niversary beginning Friday. A
full4page advertihement of its
bargains for this event appears in
this week's issue of The Prince-
ton Leader,
cortDmos mintovaD
Mrs. Mary Lou Keeney Craw-
fox d has returned to her home on
East Market street, 'Lifer undergo-
ing treatment at Princeton Hos-
pital. Her condition is reported to
be Improved.
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This Is Clean-Up Week
A little effort will du wonders toward 
improving our town's
appearance for the summer months. The 
city of Princeton, in
complying with the Governor's proclamation 
that April 16-22 be
.designated as Clean-Up Week in Kentucky, sho
uld be made one of
the cleanest, healthiest towns in Western 
Kentucky, one of which
summer tourists this Homecoming Year of 1950 
will point with pride.
Already there is marked improvement with 
the beautification
of the courthouse yard, a project undertaken by severa
l of this city's
public-spirited citizens, whose tireless efforts have 
made the yard
one of the most beautiful in the state.
Spring cleaning is a difficult job on which to get going but 
after
it is done the general morale of every one who 
engages in the opera-
tion is lifted.
Not only is this the time to roll up the rugs in 
the home and
dust the floors, but spring should be the time 
when places of business
also come in for their share of attention. Most men 
and women are
in their places-of business about as muds as they are in
 their homes.
There is little reason why places of business shouldn't 
be brushed up,
cleaned up and painted about the same as the home. 
After all, when
places of business are where we spend so much of our 
time, they
should be made a cheerful place in which to work for 
both the em-
ployer and the employee. Then, too, customers feel a 
lot more light
hearted about walking into a nice clean place of busine
ss than into
the one that has that drab, cheerless look.
By taking part in this annual clean-up campaign, we 
can help
prevent fires, promote public health, improve our neighb
orhood, pro-
tect property investment and add to our children's safe
ty.
Every. citizen should make it his goal to 'see that every 
place
in the ,city is cleaned.
, Let's make it a healthier, neater, cleaner and more 
beautiful
Princeton! • By D. A. D.
Socialism Is Never Cheap
Cheap government electric power is a myth—and a deliberately
contrived myth which is being used in the long-established effort to
socialize all the power producing and distribution facilities in 
the
United States.
The reasons why cheap power is a myth are many. And one
of the most important is the tax factor. The government 
power
systems, in addition to being tax-subsidized, are wholly or latgely
tax free. The private utilities, by contrast, are one of the biggest
taxpayers in the country, to city, county, state and Federal govern-
ment .
One of the leading West Coast utility companies provides an
excellent specific example. Last year, this company paid more than
$40,000,000 in Federal, state and local taxes. That is an average of
$110,351 every day in the year—and g4,598 for every hour of the day.
What this means to local government is especially impressive.
In California, the State in which the utility operates, there .are 58
counties. The company pays taxes in 48 of them. In four counties
its tax Is over 50 per cent of the total—in other words, it pays more
than all other I-eine-Teri combined. And in several other counties
it pays between 25 and 50 per cent of the total.
It doesn't take an economist to figure out what wolald happen
to the taxpayers in every state if the government, instead of private
enterprise, were supplying 'electric service. Taxes would go up all
along the line—often by huge percentages. And the alleged "sav-
ing" in the electric bill would be offset many times over by the
jump in the tax bilL
Socialism is never cheap. You pay for it through the nose in
one way or another. —(The Kentucky Standard.)
The Human Element
A leading corporation manager and expert, in an address before
the Rensselear Polytechnic Institute, while defending the modern
corporate structure of business pointed out that the responsibility of
big business runs far beyond that of mass production of goods. Cor-
porations, he said, are not merely aggregations of machines and raw
materials. They are human beings, investors, managers and work-
ers, and nothing can be more important than the human element.
Plants, with their machinery, become obsolete; oil wells play
out; consumer tastes change; periods of slack business intervene, but
°loyal, experienced people, working together can open new wells,
new plants, improve machines, meet the public demand, and restore
prosperity. It is the human element which survives all changes,' .
s
and without which there could be no industry. afety rec-For although a fine
—aawi..was ,-'The worker, of coe, is interested in his wage, and in ita roadie-last year  Still 66
Men died. And, that means a lot
of saddened and broken homes. It
means that death came from weak-
ness in the roofs of mine-shafts
to more than 40 men. And, if the
Source of most of the danger is
known, then can't something be
done about it?
According to Sisk, better co op
epration from both. the operators
and miners, and more thought be
ilig given to safety, plus closer
inspection by both Federal and
state inspectors is credited with
the reduction. But, it's difficult to
overlook those 966 mines which
it was suggested be closed until
safety factors were improved.
Suppose the inspectors had been
a day late in getting around to one
of those. One mine out of six
closed up at some time during the
year for safety reasons is a pretty
high percentage. And, it should be
remembered that the state does
not have the authority to actually
order a mine to cease operation.
It can only request the' owner to
clean things up and suggest that
he cease operation until improve-
ments are made. Certainly a much
stronger mine safety bill should
be passed by the legislature —
should have been passed many
years ago.
If just one of the operators of
any of the worst of those 986
mines which were closed down
has been belligerent and said in
the old-fashioned, devil-take-the-
consequences-manner of f r e e-
booting that he'd run his mine as
he pleased (thank-you) and the
state could just keep its nose out
of it, then we might have had an-
other Four-Mile disaster.
Then, that safety record never
would have been established. ,
Then we would not have mined
a million tons of coal for each
fatality. Then, perhaps, the leg-
islature would have passed a
tougher mine safety bill. If an-
other Four-Mile disaster can be
prevented by legislation, then the
General Assembly definitely is re-
miss in not getting such laws as
are necessary on the books.
Nineteen forty-nine was a
bright 'year. In some ways for the
mines hi Kentucky. But the rec-
ord can stand more spit and
Piatudi.
Little Chips
By J. S. H
marker designating Mayslick
School at Maysyille as the first
consolidated school In Kentucky
and the first school south of the
Ohio River providing transporta-
tion for its students is to be dedi-
cated in May, according to an an-
nouncement last week in The
Courier-Journal. However, the ar-
ticle failed to mention that Mrs.
Liza Nickell, W. Market street,
Princeton, was the first teacher
employed at the school and rode
the first soitool bus in Kentucky.
• •
At this season of the year fish
stories are plentiful; however, the
best we have heard happened last
week on dry land when Jimmy
McElroy, 2, and his mother, Mrs.
Charles McElroy of Hodgenville,
stopped to visit a few minutes
with Mrs. Hu gh Hunsaker, E.
Market street. Jimmy, I am told,
spotted the Hunsaker goldfish
bowl right off and started begging
his mother for a fish. Of course
his begging was ignored and noth-
ing 'more was beard -from him
when Molly Hunsaker, 5, took
•
OBERLIN'S
BSIRVATIONS
steady increase to meet the cost of living, to adequately recompense
himself, in the satisfaction of wants that lie deeper than a mere wage;
in the development ,of his powers and the satisfaction of his passion
for creativity. Because modern machinery demands so much on the
physical side, is often so monotonous, and tends to dwarf the man
and make the machine a kind of monster, corporate management has
a great responsibility toward the worker.
Some means must found of preventing machinery from us-
urping the place of the operator, and becoming dominant. Some
means must be found of giving the individual a sense of his import-
ance in the economy, and of pride in his work, a feeling that he be-
longs to a great co-operative movement and is contributing to the
commonwealth of mankind.
The corporation must learn to recognize and to respect human
relations and the human factor in production. Safety and health,
retirement pay, rewards for suggested improvements, training for
men who aspire to rise higher, thrift and investment plans—all of
these are genuinely creative, making for a better country, a better
people and a better world. —(The Lexington Herald.)
Kentucky On The March
The Way To Progress
`s-43y Ewing Galloway
At the last big meeting of the Committee for Kentucky, a few
days before that truly great organization wound up its job of telling
Kentuckians about Kentucky's shortcomings and pointing the way
to progress, the best speech, in my opinion, was that of James S.
Gatewood, chairman of the Montgomery Recreational Association.
It was the story of how a small group of civic leaders got a recrea-
tion center whose present layout involves $62,000. I asked Mr. Gate-
wood to put the story in a letter. The letter is too good to be boiled
down to one column. You will get more of it in installmewts.
"Thank you for your letter of interest in our move to make this
a better community. We are proud of this movement for several
reasons, principally because we accomplished our end without re-
ceiving any tax money or public funds from county, city, state or
Uncle Sam. Our funds have been raised through outright donations
or nioney raising ventures.
"Wholesale recreation is our aim. Three years ago we started
stumbling around in the dark and now we have a 7 acre park with
a bath house, swimming pool and septic tank, city water and elec-
tricity on the grounds. Any other community could probably have
the same thing in the same way if a small determined group (and
I guarantee you it will be small) was willing to serve without pay
during Use arduous months and years it takes to cram something
down the throats of their neighbors that those neighbors want and
do not realize it.
"Of course the easy way is to simply hold out your hand for
public funds, if available, and then buy what you want and open
the gates. It is usually associated with a certain measure of local
politics, and our board doesn't relish that. From our investigation
it appears propably 95 per cent of the communities that have a
recreation project of any size and usefulness have been subsidized
by taxes. We, however, are not held accountable to any govern-
mental body. ' We are chartered simply as an organization whose
profit, if any, must revert to the furtherance of our ethic without
any possibility of being sidetracked into private pockets. .We have
what we figure to be a money-making Wiriness and we Intend. to
expand into year round program with unlimited facilities for keep-
ing our youth moving in thq right direction.'
(Syndicated By The Union County Advotate)
DICK OBERLIN
WHAS
The cheering report that came
out of Frankfort and the'Office of
the Department of Mines and
Minerals was full of figures, but
if you took the trouble to look at
those figures carefully and inter-
preted what they mean, you found
a fascinating story of life a trd
death in Kentueity coal mines —
and, Most important, the improve-
ments which have been made.
First a n d foremost was the
news that last year, for the first
time in 70 years, there was only
one miner killed for each million
tons of coal mined. In previous
years, it has gone much lower —
and, in 1948 was one death for
each 600 thousand tons of coal
brought from the earth.
There was another remarkable
safety fact in the report—not a
single fatal explosion in a Ken-
tucky mine during 1949, while on
the red side of the ledger, this
item . . . the state asked nearly
one mine in six to close down for
safety reasons until improvements
could be made.
But the most revealing of all
those figures in Department Chief
A. D. Sisk's annual statement to
the Governor—nearly two-thirds
of all mine fatalities come from
falls in the roof.
To this layman who never has
been very far down in a mine, it
would seem that this principal
source of death in what always
must be a hazardous occupation
could be remedied.
Jumny over to entertain him
Later Jimmy rushed in with one
hand grasping the other. His ac-
tion came as a surprise and the
first thing the parents though of
was a cut hand. However, a close
examination disclosed nothing but
a goldfish grasped tightly In Jim-
my's hand. It seems Molly told
Jimmy he could have the fish and
nothing could stop him from tak-
ing it home.
• • •
Activity at our apartment in-
creased Monday with the taking
up of rugs and the packing of
boxes in preparation for moving
into, a house on Highland avenue
today or tomorrow. Even Chip,
our 17-month-old son, is keeping
busy bringing the dustpan to his
mother while his Dad looks on —
wishing for an excuse to come
up to leave town until the job
is done.
• • .
When some fellow yields to
temptation and breaks- a conven-
tional. law. We look for no go
in his make-up, but God! bow
we look for the flaw! ... No one
will ask "How tempted " . . .
Nor allow for the battle he's
fought . . . His name becomes
food for the jackals . . . For us
who have never been caught . . .
"He has sinned!" . . . We shout
from the housetops . . . We for-
get the good he has done . . . We
center on one lost battle — and
forget the times he has won . .
"Come gaze' on the sinner!" we
thunder. "And by his example
be taught. That his footsteps lead
to destruction," cry we who have
never been caught . . I am a
sinner, 0 Lord, and I know it
. . I am weak, I blunder. I fail
. . . I'm tossed on Life's stormy
ocean. Like ships embroiled in a
gale . . . I'm willing to trust in
Thy Mercy; to keep the com-
mandments Thou'st taught . .
But deliver me, Lord, from the
judgment . . . of saints who have
never been caught. —Unknown.
Washington
Letter
By Jane E d•
Washington — Dr. Hugh Ham-
mond Bennett, internationally-
famed conservationist, says the
United Statcs "undoubtedly hoLls
the world's record for waste."
Chief of the Department of Agri-
culture's Soil Conservation Ser-
vice, he says we have allowed
erosion to ruin around 100,000,000
acres of formerly good cropland
for any immediate practical cul-
tivation. We have followed this
up witiesmoderate to series dam-
age on a second 100,000,0Q° acres,
he adds.
But what plagues him person-
ally is that most ot us have "got-
ten 'into the habit of burning or
throwing away everything for
which we find no immediate use."
Many odd items of wood which
aci- Commonly find their way la
the scrap heap can be used, he
says. He showed how recently in
a small display of his collection
of woodproducts. Here such com-
mo% and plentiful woods as su-
mac, boxelder, willow and even
the detested mesquite of Texas
had been used for distinctive pie-
ces of furniture and other articles.
One is an exquisite, small table
that W. H. Lathrop, of the Soil
Conservation Service, made for
him in his spare time. The top is
made from a burl taken from box-
elder, a wood that usually is con-
sidered worthless—not even good
enough for firewood. This table
has the luster and mottling of
fine marble. Dr. Bennett also has
some goblets and casks mad e
from farm waste pieces; a willow
table with wild cherry center,
the top bordered in lilac; stools
of ginkgo, sumac, paw paw, buck-
eye; a coffee table from river
birch; items from black locust
from Thomas Jefferson's farm in
Albemarle county, Va., and chest-
nut from Jefferson's father's
farm; bowls and boxes of Texas
mesquite.
Dr. Bennett got interested in
making things out of woods that
are thrown a way about three
years ago. He got some of his
boys to pick up the various kinds
of woods and send them in to him.
Some with workshops made the
pieces he now has. He hopes the
idea will catch on, but he says
"we are probably going to have
to do a lot of educating in order
to gel anywhere with the devel-
opment of any national habit of
thrift" in the sense he means.
Dr. Bennett first came to the
Department of Agriculture in
July, 1903, in what was then
known as the Bureau of Soils.
Sixty-nine this month, he says
he was born "down on Tobacco
Road, never saw a Republican"
until be was 14, and he still "can't
Pronounce the letter r."
•
One of the most unusual and
difficult assignments ever given
U. S. Marines was to transport
several lioni from Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia, to the sea coast. The
lions were to be presented to
President Theodore Roosevelt as a
gift ,trorn Emperor Slenelik.
OeLlua
The Indian Fight
Over Recognition
By Clarke Beach
WasTaTI; ns of thuostind.
of persons in states along the At-
lantic seaboard are trying to get
the federal government to recog-
nize them as Indians. This is the
estimate of W. H. Gilbert of the
Legislative Reference Service of
the Library of Congress, who has
made a study of the subject. The
current census, he says, probably
will produce the names of many
tribes seldom heard of before. One
new question to be asked In com-
munities where there is mixed
blood concerns what Indian tribe,'
If any, a persons belongs to.
The Western Indian tribes are
well known. Nearly all of them
were investigated and cataloged
many years ago when the govern-
ment enrolled the Indian popula-
tion. All Indians so enrolled, and
their descendents, have been en-
titled to various forms of federal
assistance — education, medical
care, farm guidance and so forth.
That's what the Eastern' Indians
now would like to get.
They have been largely ignored
to now because they had never
had any formal dealings with the
federal government. Most, oethe
Western Indians gained certain
rights through treaties. But the
Eastern redmen had dealt with
the colonial government, and
their status had 'been pretty well
settled by the time the federal
government was established.
One little lost tribe is soon to
have its day in Congress. Com-
panion bills have been introduced
by Rep. Poulson (R-Calif.) and
Rep. Bosone (D-Utah) to grant
recognition, in effect, to the Wac-
camaw Indians of North Carolina
They have introduced their bills
at the request of James Evan Al-
exander, a Los Angeles banker
and scholar who has made a stu-
dy of the tribe. The move is spon-
sored also by the Association "on
American Indian Affairs.
T h e Waccamaws comprise 70
families who have remained pret-
ty well hidden throughout Ameri-
can history in the Green Swamp.
This is a practically impenetrable
wilderness about 37 miles from
Wilmington, N. C. Ills sub-trdpi-
cal, filled with black,bear, deer,
alligators, rattlesnakes and water
moccasins. Alexander says it's the
only area in North America where
you find a flesh-eating plant.
This is the Venus-flytrap, which
is insectivorous.
The Waccamaws for decades
have been stoically resisting the
efforts of surrounding citizens to
classify them as Negro. The fight
has centered mainly on the ques-
tion of school facilities. County
officials have been trying to
force them to accept Negro teach-
ers and 'a Negro designation. At
Literary Pro
vost of Eton, and she 
with
two sisters lived in a toWer 
all
their own in their big °Tudor
Guidepost
By W. G. Rogers
NilhigEE,NTH - CENTURY
- 
CMILTYRODt, Yfy 101 a
Carthy, introduction by,„John
Betieman (Hamish Hamilton-
British Book Centre; $1.50)
Written 25 years ago, and ap-
pearing now for the first time in
this country, this little book re-
calls charmingly the life' of a girl
born in the 1880s into a "sheltered,
comfortable, religious, and liter-
ary circle!:
The author's father was Vice-
•
present, however, they do haves
four-room school, giving instruc-
tion through the eighth grade,
which is classified zis, Indian.
One scrap occurred during the
war, when a Selective Service
Board tried to induct six Wacca-
maw youths under the classifica-
tion of Negroes. They refused to
be inducted as anything but In-
dians, and they won their case
in court.
The Interior Department's Of-
fice of Indian 'Affairs has then
no part In the move to grant rec-
ognition to the Waccamaws. Its
policy now is to get all self-sup-
porting Indians off the hands of
the federal government as soon
as feasible. They want the states
to assume responsibility for the
care of Indians where rehabilita-
tion and other assistance is
needed.
house. Across the Thames stood
battlemerged W i nd sor Castle,
where Queen Victoria was guard-
ed by busbied Grenadiers in
agacjet. The sheep cough in the
meadows, the 'Chord bells sound 
the quarter hours, deer graze in
the Great Park, and a young girl
walking down the street can glow
with pleasure when- six Etonians
marching abreast doff their hats
to her.
Tennyson was poet laureate,
and there were Morris chintzes
and wallpapers, but it is charac-
teristic of those placid times, and
perhaps a secret of this book's ap-
neal that, as Mo. MacCarthy says.
Morris' Socialism was "left quiet-
ly at .Hammersmith." Mother
reads Newman, or their guest
Maurice Baring reads Ronsard to
her: father plays Mozart, a sister
plays Brahma, and at a dance two
of the girls spy Henry James.
who would imoress them more
now no doubt than he did then.
And there is a fascinating store
about sculptor Onslew Ford chin-
Ping the whiskers off Thackerriv
. . the whiskers of Thackeray'a
Westminster Abby bust. about
which the novelist's daughter, and
thisin autbor's aunt, had- cam-
.—
Despite 12 crackling fireplace',
there were head colds. And be-
cause of them, and because of
wine for dinner, and 40 Camem-
bert chee.ea bought in 10 weeks,
and crowded servants' quarters,
Thursday, April 20, 19
Do You Know
U. B. Marine Private g,
Leavitt once field-stripki
reassembled a machine tat
sec?nds while blindfolcn-,
First American troop
ti 1st-
American War were U. 8.
who established a beachleac
Guantanamo Hey in June,
The National Geographic
ty says eruptions of Mt.
Usually from side craters,
summit.
The volcanic soil are*
Etna is SO fertile that -
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Archeologists in Iraq
prove that ruined Ends is
oldest city in the world
Excavations show that est
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develop great skill in CAN
the dead.
The U. S. Department of
culture has developed a
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third the formerly recite, • •
National forests cover
seven and a half million
Utah. •
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bills were large. The p.
comforting bills are to us ee
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THE GREAT NEW NO-NOX.. DESIGNED
FOR TODAY'S POWERFUL NEW ENGINES!
GREAT FOR 
NEW CARS!
Gulf sdrettlsts 
worked hand-in
-hand with 
leading
autcanotive engi
neers to bring 
you this great 
new
gasoline—designed to give 
peak 
performance in to-
day's powerful 
new 
engines1 With the 
new No-Nos
,
you'll get 
whisper-smooth 
power—thrilling pick-up
—quick, safe 
passing—and un
escelled mileage!
GREAT FOR OLDER CARS!The new No-Nex actually gives smooth new vigor,new pep, and stops knocks in older cars too—evenmany with heavily carboned engines! If you want toget the very best out of your 
ear—jack-rabbit starts—surging hill power—and plenty of miles per gallon—fill up with the new No
-Nos today!
Get Gulf's greatest gasoline—terrific power In every drop!
(Seed OW—me fasigees "ragyear" gasoline
I. ocni bettor thaw mar, tool)
'RUDY 1. CANTRELL
Prfaceton
Distributor
Kentucky
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IFS' AND MISSES'
SH FROCKS
. Beautiful 80-square print
spring patterns. Regular $2.98
es—For Only
Ladies' Lace-
Trimmed
'S WORK SOCKS
White Cotton — Elastic Top
Value for 15c
E GOODS REMNANTS
1/2 PRICE
()pay unmounted paper 
Window
First Come — First Served.
E GROUP CHILDREN'S
SANDALS
rown and Multi-Color
BUY
NLY
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UTIFUL BROADCLOTH
-Fabrics" in stripes and solid
ALUE
NLY
ONE GROUP
HAMS and CHAMBRAYS
LORS — MANY
— ONLt 47C Yd.LLNS 
E PRINT — Sonde mid Patterns
rs
Yds. $1.00
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
'1*11111111111111141195 .4.4:
SALE STARTS
EIGHT BIG DAYS 
Yes, This Is Our Birthday!! We are Five years old today
made a host of friends . . . and in appreciation we have
these outstanding bargains . . . Bring your friends.
because we wish ail to receive their share.
OUR BIRTHDAY
GIFT-TO-YOU
To the first fifty ladies entering our stor
e
Friday and Saturday morning we will se
ll
two large 20x40 Bath Towels, regular 
49c
value — For Only
10c each
...--.
..,-
ren's Finell
Quality
"T" SHIRT
Crew neck knit
cuff and bottoms.
$1.98 value
ki,„98cA Solid colors, blueand maize. A 79cPall&
SEASONS GREATEST VALUES
LADIES' "BEST FORM"
BRASSIERS
Rayon and Broadcloth. White and
Rose.
Nationally
Advertised Only 98c
BOYS' DUNGAREES
8 Ounce Blue Denim. Copper-Rivited.
Sanforized
Sizes 2 to 16
One Group
Girl's Wash
DRESSES
Sizes 7 to 14
Values to $3.98
$1.37
Only 10 boys'
SUITS
left .$111.08 value.
Only
During these five years we have
combed the market to bring to you
come early. . Many items are limited
TRAINING-PANTS
Reg. 26c cotton Training
Pants. Elastic waist, double
crotch. Sizes 1 to 6.
8 FOR
$1.00
GIRLS' RAYON PANTIES
Tea, Rose Only — Sizes 8-10-12 — Buy
Several at this price.
41111I "AT
SEASONS GREATEST VALUES
LADIES' HOSE
One Group All Rayon
One Group Mercerized
Cotton
49c VALUE
BEAUTIFUL "VALMY" SLIPS
For Ladies — White and Tea Rose
Crepe and Satin.
Some with lace trim. $1•98
Entire Stock
Men's
FELT HATS
Value to $7-50.
Only
FEDERATE
Princeton, Ky. ,
Beautiful
Chenille
BED SPREADS
All white and
colored designs.
,P..•Thrmo
imrimilossimlimasuRtemminselsnommlnisloo.1411)
ANNIVERSARY-SPECIAL
MEN'S SUITS
YOUR CHOICE or ANY SUIT IN
THE HOUSE
These suits are all new spring styles.
Sizes 33 to 46 — Values to $55.00
MEN'S
DRESS SOCKS
CHILD'S
ANKLETS
24c Pr.
Our regular 39c
Anklet in solid pas-
tel shades. Sizes
VS to 6.
Ladies and Misses
MEN'S AND BOYS'
DRESS OXFORDS
Values To $7.50 Only $4.98
MEN'S WHITE DRESS SHIRTS
$1.88
Fine Quality Broadcloth in Sizes 14 to 17
A $2.98 VALUE
ONE GROUP MEN'S
SPORT SHIRTS
Solid Color Gabardines, Rayons and Dan
River Plaids.
$3.98 VALUES
ONLY
111111111111111111111f111111M1111111111111111111•11111111111111111111111111111111
111181111
MEN'S BLUE CHAMBRAY
WORK SHIRTS
Only $1.00
Limit Two Shirts To Customers.
ONE (moor MEN'S AND BOYS'
WORK SHOES
VALUES TO $5.00
Only $3.91
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Mr. and Mrs. Dale Faugh
have taken an apartment in the
home of Miss Imogene Wigginton.
Mr. Faughn is a member of the
 _Eredunia school faculty. 
Miss Ada Leeper spent Sunday
as guest of Mrs. Lilly Crider in
Mexico.
Frankie Wright, student at
Campbellsville t °liege, Camp-
bellsville, returned to school Mon-
day after spending spring vacation
with Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Coleman.
Mrs. Jim Blackburn and daugh-
ter, Sue, Mrs. Euclid Querternsous
and daughter. Donna, and Miss
Margaret Ruth Atkins spent Fri-
day in Paducah shopping.
Cpl. Frank Iii.rmon, Ft. Knox,
spent the weekend with his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Eri Harmon.
Keith Perkins, Cincinnati, spent
several days last week with his
brother, Dave Perkins, and Mrs.
Perkins.
Miss Bonnie Jean King spent
last week with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. King. She is a stu-
dent at Bethel Woman's College,
Hopkinsville.
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora
Young spent the weekend as
guests of Mrs. Ben Sory in Clarks-
ville, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. McEl-
roy and sons, Jimmy and Bobby,
of Hodgenville, were guests dur-
ing last week of her mother, mni.
Florence Parr and sister, Miss
Dorothy Parr.
Linda Blackburn was the guest
of Rita and Nita Rogers Monday
night.
Misses Robbie McCracken and
Lemma S. Cruce, Clarksville,
spent the weekend as guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.
Miss Brenda Kay Vinson spent
the weekend as guest of Miss Mar-
garet Ann Vinson in Princeton.
YOU CAN SEE AND FEEL
THE QUALITY in the spe-
cial set of demonstrator
shades which we have pre-
pared for your guidance.
Here you can buy with con-
fidence because we show you
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Arlie Vinson Friday were Mrs. E.
B. Vinson, Sr., C. M. Vinson and
daughter, Twila, of Princeton.
IITT.-1111d-lierc—r—e - Jones en-
lertained Sunday with a "Home-
coming" with t h e following
friends and relatives present: Mr.
and Mrs. J. E. Boone, Sr., and son,
J. E., Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Vin-
son and children, Charles T. and
Brenda Kay; Mr. and Mrs. Kelly
Bradshaw and children, Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Wheeler and chil-
dren, Mr. and Mrs. Malcom
Boone and baby son, Mr. T. 0.
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Jones
and family.
Thomas Jones and J. E. Boone,
Jr., students of Murray College,
Murray, spent spring vacation
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
F. E. Jones and Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Boone.
W.M.S. Circle No. 2 met with
Mrs. Arlie Vinson at her home
Thursday, April 13. Those present
were Mrs. Charles Brockmeyer,
Jr., Mrs. F. E. Jones, Mrs. Gene
Rogers, Mrs. Veldin-Yandell, Mrs.
Walton Woodall, Mrs. Elbert
Beck, Mrs. Russell Yates, Mrs.
Talley Baker, Mrs. Adrian Faught
and the hostess.
Members of the School faculty
who attended Kentucky Educa-
tional Association in Louisville
last week were Professor and Mrs.
Guy Nichols, Mr. Herman Brenda,
Mr. Billy Nichols, Mr. Jack Byrd,
Mrs. Elizabeth Barnes, Mrs. Myr-
tle Brandon, Miss Cleo Hart, and
Mr. Neil Hunley.
Mrs. Ruby Simpkins and Mrs.
Hazel King entertained with a
stork shower Saturday night at
the home of Mrs. Ambie Fuller in
honor of Mrs. Raymond Cannon of
Nashville, Tenn. Those present
were: Mrs. Cannon, Mrs. Russell
exactly what you're buying.
We carry a full line of Joanna
Western window shades—
sizes to fit most any window
—colors to meet your decorat-
ing requirements—and prices
to meet any budget.
BROWN •
FURNITURE DEALER & FUNERAL DIRECTOR
Princeton, Kentucky
"Daisies Tell" everyone within
sight what an extraordinary and
beautiful dress this is. The unique
fabric: a delicate french rayon
mohair. Daisies are embroidered at
random over from of skirt and
placed strategically on bodice. 9 to IS.
OOLD eie MOWN ,
AQUA wisis BROWN
cow. imh IHROWT4
and Mrs. Ed Harmon, Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Melton and Mr. and
Mrs. Euclid Quertermous. Mrs.
Jones also visited her sister, Mrs.
Jonas Hearod, and Mr. Hearod,
at their home on the Kuttawa
road.
and Mrs. Lawrence Jen-
nings, Frankfort, visited her mo-
ther, Mrs. C. W. Moore, over the
-yeekend.
Ninety per cent of the people of
' WS. Lee Beck and daughters, Secitiand live in a narrow strip-
rhiesigb,11T.; stient last week Witk between Glasgow and Edinburgh.1her father, L. B. Young, and Mrs.i
Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Baker at-
tended services at Sugar Grove
C. P. church iti•Crittenden county
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Freeman
and children, St. Louis, visited
his mother, Mrs. Docia Freeman
this weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson,
Paducah, and Mr. and Mrs. C. T.
Henson were dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Bradley Henson Sun-
day.
',Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wadling-
ton, Denver, Colo., have conclud-
ed a visit with his father, L T. MARKNVadlington, and Mrs. Wadlington.
\ Clifton Applegate, student of
Murray College, Murray, was the
weekend guest of Mrs. Ambie
Fuller.
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Pleasant Grove
Some potatoes and gardens have
finally been planted.
Services Sunday were conduct-
ed by the pastor, the Rev. G. C.
Meadows, with a very good at-
tendance. There 'Were 77 present
at- Sunday School. Out -of the
community members and visitors
were Mr. and Mrs. William Rob-
inson; Mr. and )Ans. CooRdge
Mitchell and Austin; Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley McGowan, Wayne
and Linda, Bobby Jean Ladd, Mr.
and Mrs. Ladd, Mr. and Mrs. R.
W. Wyatt and' children, Danny
Wayne and Ruth Ann; Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Croft, Mr. and Mrs.
Dr. T. Randers
Bill Adams and children, Nina,
Irwin 
Highest honor that can be Sc- Nanc
y and David; Mr. and Mrs.
corded a faculty member of the Ralph Hart and sons, Royce and
University of Kentucky College of Billie Ladd; Mr. Earl Vinson,
Arts and Sciences, selection by hts Mrs. G. C. Meadows and Wilma
colleagues as the College's Dis-
tinguished Professor of the Year."
goes this year to Dr. Irwin T.
Sanders, head of the Department
of Sociology.
The 41-year-old professor, a na-
tive of Millersburg, joined the UX,
sociology staff in 11140 and has
headed the department since 1616.
His previous experience included abr
years as an Instructor at the Amer-
ican College In Sofia, Bulgaria. and
two years on the staff of Alabama
College. He is considered an au-
thority on various phases of Balkan
society.
- —
WHALE OF A STORY
Newport Beach, Calif. —(AP)
— Gilbert Austin, of Alhambra,
Calif, was cruising offshore with
his sons, Gordon, 12, and Stevie,
8, in a borrowed 21-foot cabin
cruiser. A whale surfaced nearby,
then disappeared. Moments later
an underwater blow lifted the
craft clear 91...-the water. As it fell
, back they saw the whale again,
disappearing into the murk.
The cruiser, an 18-inch hole in
its hull, was towed to port by an-
other vessel.
Melton, Mrs. Euclid Quertermous,
Mrs. • Charlie Quertermous, Mrs.
Paul West, Mrs. Ray Blackburn,
Mrs. Florence Parr, Miss Dorothy
Parr, Miss Imogene Wigginton,
Mrs. Ruth Dunning, Miss Bonnie
King, Mrs. Simpkins, Mrs. Fuller
and Mrs. King. Those sending
gifts were: Mrs. Allie Bugg, Mrs.
Dave Perkins, Mrs. Cecil Brasher,
Mrs. Jimmy Hunnecke, Mrs. Bon-
nie Morse, Mrs. Ivan Bennett,
Mrs. W. M. Young, Mrs. Smith
Lowery, Mrs. T. R. Feagan, Mrs.
Roy Asher, and Miss Ada Leeper.
J. E. Hillyard attended installa-
tion services at the Central Pres-
byterian church in Princeton Sun-
day night.
Mrs Raymond Cannon, Nash- Mr
s. Willie Herndon is visiting
.
ville, spent the weekend with her relatives at Pagota
, Tex.
!slather, Mrs Ambie Fuller. Patricia A
nn h as arrived to
. 
.
vfMrs. Rufus Atkins and daugh- brigh
ten the home of Mr and
ter, Miss Margaret Ruth Atkin.;,‘T Miss Vera M a y Croft visitedrs. 
Isaac McCormick:
and Mrs. Steve Jones, all of Mur-
ray, were guests last week of Mr. Misses Freida May a
nd Joy Lee
ewell last week.
Mrs. Johnnie McCormick has ,
been visiting her grandmother at '
a hospital in Lebanon, Tenn.
Mr. Merl Keller is the proud
owner of a rtew truck.
I
The Burtons recently entertain- ,
ed with a fish fry.
The Burtons visited relatives at
Madisonville Sunday.
I
I 
veteWillis 5.,di.teii 
, August 2, 1549, and upon com-
pletion of his basic training at
, Ft. Knox, was selected to attend
, the Ordnance Automotive School
where he has completed the
Louise; and the Rev. Merl Ellis
and son.
The Leslie Ladds were dinner
guests of the Clint Ladds and
Mrs. Zora Wilson Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Keller, of
Cerulean, attended church here.
Sunday.
The Burtons were supper guests
of the Waylon Rogers one night
recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Denzil Crowe and
Paul, Miss Nola Wilson, Mrs..Et-
ta Pollard, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Rogers and Mr. Allison Pollard
were dinner guests of the Ratliff I
Rogers Sunday.
The condition of Mr. Edd Gres-
ham is better.
The condition of Mrs. Will Ful-
ler, who had a stroke recently
remains about the same.
Mr. Hinkle Rogers has been
quite ill for several days.
Robert Woolf and family and
Richard Woolf and family visited
the Leathel Woolf's Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Taylor, of
near Cadiz, recently visited Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Rogers and family.
Mrs. Lawrnece Ladd and Mrs.
Lon Ladd, of Princeton, visited
the L. W. Rogers family. Mr. Rog-
ers is doing nicely after having
a cataract removed from his eye.
Mrs. Ruben Dillingham visited
the Laceys and Higdons one day
last week.
Several attended the Easter Egg
hunt at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Ratliff Rogers Sunday afternoon.
Mr. Price Lamb and daughters,
Jeanette and Anna Louise, Clax-
ton, attended church here Sunday
and visited the Herndons and the
Morris families and also attended
the Easter Egg Hunt.
careless — so are some
drivers! Careless peo-
ple can cause you to
become involved in
accidents. Good Au-
tomobile Insurance can
protect your finances
if they do!
COMPLETE '.vSuitaNCE SERVICE
III WiSr Mvut,r
THIS MONTH'S BIRTHSTONE
Registered 111111,011 .. 6 teed
For the April Birthday in your family  give the
gift that means the most . . . a beautiful LOYALTY
PERFECT-DIAMOND ring. Precious in it's ex-
quisite long-lasting beauty ... nothing could be more
appropriate for the April Birthday than a diamond
... nothing more perfect than a LOYALTY PERFECT-
DIAMOND ring. And, -for your protection, eaph
Loyalty ring is registered, insured, and guaranteed!
41?AUTHO 
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"Fine Watch Repairing"
Next to Princess Theater Hopkinsville, Ky.
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Private Willis Graduates Wheel 
Vehicle and Maintenance
From Ordnance School 
and Repair Course.
Pvt. Illie Gene Willis, sun of
Mrs. B. E. Holt, West Main street,
was graduated from the Ordnance
Automotive School, Atlanta Gen-
eral Depot, USA, March 24. Pri-
Whit**, Fancy pat-
terns! Colors! Finis
136x 60 broadcloth!
Nucraft, collars! Bar-
rel cuffs! 14-17
Sanforises:If for true
fit! Notch collar! But-
ton front! Drawstring
pants! Btu*, maix•,
grey, reset A-D
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• Crocodile snares are weight
ed
to pull the animal under water,
where it drowns
RHEUMATIC, ARTHRITIC VICTIMS
°tiered Fevre Pain Pellet
JjpuIng "Pllm-Coated" tablet ads
In Intes ine—noT Wain. QUIckly
enters blood stream. Reduces uric
acid. Speeds long lasting relief to
deep-seated pains. Ask for genuine
"Film-Coated" Ar-Pati-Es tableUi.
CORNER DRUG STORE
Thick, thirsty loops...
close, even und•rweave
...wide tape salvation
Clear, bright colors!
Value through and
through! Stock upi
Embroidery trimming!
Fine rayon crepe!
Won't-rid•-up tuft
Pastels . .. 32 to 401
Wrap. around styles!
Zipper styles!
Now Spring Borsht
Silas 12 to 441
- Lodge R
All Brothers Plan To A
Hillery Barnett, Seey.
TWO
SHOE
SPECIALS
$2.44
Smart strapped flats!
Wedge boned san-
dals! Comfortable!
Flexible I Good look-
ing! Whit* 4-9 A-C
Pastel colors!
Now styling!
Sizes 34-40f
Big savings!
'tardy santstrIxisd t
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wearing! Took laohre,
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TV Keeps Home
Planners On Edge
UT BELOW: This house glides sedately downhill, about
10 feet a day, along with a whole hillside in Astoria, Ore. Now
200 feet from its original site, the house has 150 feet to go to reach
the bottom of the hill and has a good chance of doing so intact."'
The slide started 2% months ago and has officials puzzled as to
what caused it. Slide has wrecked three homes and damaged 18
others. Of these, 13 were dragged to safety by house movers
(AP Wirephoto)
specimen rose bushes.
Gardeners who pay sporadic at-
tention to their shade trees are
apt to find it a costly job, be-
cause it requires considerable at-
tention from an expert to repair
damage caused by neglect. Con-
stant attention by the gardener is
not costly nor is it even time-
consuming. Occasionally, when a
major job looms, it is necessary
to call in the professionals who
have the proper tools and equip
ment for the big projects.
Spraying — so frequently over-
looked in connection with big
trees like elms, and maples — Is
just as important for big trees as
it is for hollyhocks. In most cases,
they need three treatments a
year. A dormant spray In the ear-
ly spring given before the leaf
buds open, should start the treat-
ment, followed by a second in
Dead kitoirli
WANTED
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
your dead stock promptly, free of charge
on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
ly. We pick up horses. cows and hogs. Call
SiMbh
THE ROOMIEST "WAGON" OF ALL
It!ES 8 PEOPLE COMFORTABLY NEW AND LOWER
TS LESS TO SUY... LESS TO RUN
ord has built more station ',scone than any other
trfeturer Is the Industry.That's one reuse why
CIO yiri you more "wave" for your money.
her you hays a large famlbr to tote around...
her you just Uke the Woke and convenience of
on wagon.. whether you're • butcher or baker
tube-oda maker sad ma It for utility, you'll
that Ford is- todaY's leg itIttld• INR°11 b.
FORD AWARDED PASSION ACADORY HIDAL
WAItS IN A ID"
RUGGED REYNARD
Franconia, N. H. — (AP) — A
foxy guest who refuses to take
200 shotguns seriously, made her
annual spring appearance recent-
ly at Forest Hills Hotel here. For
five years, a mother fox and her
litter, numbering four this spring,
have amused summer visitors.
The vixen, one of Unusually large
size, has esteblished .a den be-
tween the hofel's golf course and
the shooting range. Apparently
unafraid, she spends a good part
of the season teaching youngsters
to catch grasshoppers and playing
with them in full view of the
hotel.
Even the annual five-day shoot
of the Arnateur Trap-shooters As-
sociation fails to discourage the
family, says Forest Hills manager
John L. Cota. Each year about 200
shooters compete and with the
first bang the foxes take to their
den, Cota reports. At the end of
the meet, however, they comb out
again for a summer of romping.
May, timed to coincide with the
hatching of the pests—worms,
aphids, beetles and borers. Then
comes a third application before
mid-July.
Sprays, of course, should be de-
signed to meet the needs of the
particular tree. Many of the pre-
pared fungicides are perfect for
sue!' use, and DDT and lead arse-
nal% are frequent:y used. When
in doubt as to the treatment, the
gardener can consult one of his
reference books — because no
gardener worthy of the 'name is
without at least one.
With the aid of a stirrup pump
style of spray gun—pumped by a
sliding gadget near the nozzle,
CALL MO
MARK CUNNINGHAM. Apt
Complete Inisuranee otir,r•
1 W. Market St.
RIDES LIKE A MILLION
CARRIES A HALF-TON WITH EASE
ALL STEEL PLUS PANELS OF WOOD
YOUR PICK OF POWER OR "SIX"
RANDOLPH MOTORS
Television is keeping home
builders and home planners on
the edges of their chairs. It ts not
ly ehaniing
life arid living habits, but it ac-
tually is changing the house it.
self.
The video set has suddenly cap-
tured a place in household equip-
ment along with the modern re-
frigerator, dishwasher and laun
dry machine.
Many home -builders are now
including built-in television sets
in the prices of their houses. This
is particularly noticeable where
package mortgages, are popular—
where complete kitchen eauip-
ment is covered in the single king-
term loan on the house.
One of the largest building or.
gr nizations in the booming home
construction field on Long Island,
N. Y., includes a built-in televi-
siOn set- in houses that sell fur
$8,000.
--Tor b eat results, however,
homes are planned for television
to insure a maximum viewing
range for t h e screen. This is
achieved in some cases by cen-
tering the television set where
the fireplace might have been lo-
cated. In others the television pan-
el is placed next to the fireplace.
Some architects provide separate
television alcoves, shielded from
direct light, and accommodating
space for record players and
home movie screens.
One of the most novel layouts
for a television house has been
devised by Elmer Gylleck, archi-
tect, of Elgin, IiL He places the
video set on a turntable adjoin-
ing the living room fireplace so
it can be viewed from the din-
ing area, the kitchen—through a
glass wall—or even from the mas-
ter bedroom when it is reversed
and focused through an aperture
in the wall.
"I have talked to women who
say that television has been de-
laying meals," Architect Gylleck
explains. "The excitement and
laughter of the children has at-
tracted these women to the living
room and the programs have kept
them from their housework.
"It seems that the most inter-
esting adult, programs are on the
air just about when the housewife
is ready to wash dishes. Several
women have asked, why not de-
sign a house so that the televisieh
can be viewed from the kitchen?"
With this problem in mind,
Gylleck designed his house with
the added feature that makes the
TV screen also visible from the
master bedroom.
He says he is convinced that
television is going to change the
lives of American families in
many ways.
"I feel it will bring families
closer together, keep the children
off the streets a n d may even
change our echicatiorral system,'
he says. "It is steadily becoming
more popular and more interest-
ing as better programs are offer-
.... 16.
BEST CONGRATULATIONS OF ALL: Daughters Priscilla, 5,
(left) and Pauline, 7, kiss Frank Pace, Jr., at Washington, after
he was sworn in as Secretary of the Army in a ceremony at the
Pentagon. Pace has been director of the budget. (AP Wirephoto)
School Menus For
East Side Pupils
Luncheons menus for pupils at
East Side Grade School during
the week of April 24 will be as
follows:
Monday
Weiners, mashed potatoes,
kraut, fresh apple, bread, butter,
milk and cookies.
Tuesday
Ham salad, potatoes, gravy,
buttered corn,' celery, cabbage
salad, bread, butter, milk and pie.
Wednesday
White beans, carrot and cab-
bage salad, peanut-butter sand-
ed. r know of fathers who- for-
merly spent little time at home,
but with television installed it is
hard to pull them away from the
living room.
"It is obvious that this new
medium of home entertainment is
going to change the planning es-
pecially of small homes, where
only one television set can be
afforded."
the average homeowner can take
care of spraying needs for all
but the mammoth shade trees.
And we should always be on the
lookout for signs of trouble,
shown by browning leaves, dead-
looking hark and clusters of in-'
sects.
Feeding the tree is a little more
energy consuming, but is of terri-
fic importance. What's needed is
a crowbar and sledge hammer.
Because roots of the tree usually
tweed out underground to the
width of the foliage, feedihg
should be applied at points sev-
eral feet beyond the foliage.
Pound out holes a foot and a half
to two feet deep areund the tree
at two or three foot intervals,
Pour in fertilizer and plug the
hole with soil and sod. On quan-
tity, the rule of thumb is a pound
of fertilizer for each inch of the
trunk's circumference five feta
from the ground.
Trees should be fed without fail
in the spring. It's a good idea to I
repeat the process in the fall, toe.
There are many special tree foods
on the market, and these are-the j
most appreciated by the tree,.
However, a good general fertilizer
like 5-10-5 is infinitely better
thee nothing at all.
Finally Pruning is necessary.
It's a little late for drastic prun-
ing now, with trees in Spring
growth. However, if emergency
care is necessary, all important
tarts and wounds shoeld be paint-
ed over to provide a protective
covering, keeping bugs out and
sap in.
STOMACH SUFFERERS
GET, AMAZING RELIEF
The HARVEY S'ISOMACH
TREATMENT goes further
than most stomach treatments
on the market today. It Is made
up of four different medicines.
One of the main ingredients is
belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful
Medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
and that acid, gassy, belehy,
nervous and lack of pep feel-
ing. Compare its price with
other stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today —
there is no need to suffer. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tab-
lets. SOLD ONLY AT
WOOD DRUG STOVC
PRINCETON, KY.
COFFEE AIDS CALVES
Atkinson, Neb. — (AP) —
Brother farmer, can you spare a
cup of coffee for a 'sick calf? Al-
bert Lemmer found it to be liter-
ally a life saver.
During a recent cold snap Lem-
mer found two newborn calves
almost dead of exposure. He
brewed a pot of coffee and fed
it to them in a pop bottle.
Soon after the first calf got his
coffee "it could stand up and
bawl and I knew that it would
make it," Lernmer said. Now the
cattleman brews a fresh pot of
coffee whenever he finds a new-
born calf suffering from the ef-
fects of the weather.
wich, baked apple, 'corn bread,
milk and cookies.
Thursday
Stewed chicken, creamed pota-
toes, buttered peas, cole slaw,
bread, butter, milk and pudding
and sauce.
Friday
Macaroni and cheese, egg salad
sandwich, buttered green beans,
carrot, celery, cabbage salad,
milk, bread, butter and ice cream.
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DAWSON SPRINGS BATH HOUSE
Mineral Water Baths for
Malaria, Rheumatism, Neu-
ritis, Arthritis and Inflame- •
tory Rheumatism.
H. E. ROBIN', Prop.
Dawson Springs, Ky.
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• Plans for most buildings needed
-farirr -including- farm-
homes, barns of all types, small
buildings such as hog and poultry
housea, feeding equipment, pit
gates, etc., may be gotten through
this office either free or at a very
small fee.
Many farm buildings are con-
structed each year without giving
enough consideration to the con-
struction and arrangement of the
building for the purpose for
which it is to be used.
By using the blueprints and
plans available farmers can take
advantage of the information and
technical knowledge of the agri-
cultural engineers in the Univer-
sity of Kentucky, College of Agri-
culture.
In making building plans these
engineers take into consideration
the use to be made of the partic-
ular building in arranging floor
plan as well as good construction.
• • •
Animals that have died of
blackleg are the chief source of
soil infection. They harbor the
germs in large numbers and lib-
erate them from all body open-
ings. For this reason, dead ani-
mals should be promgtly buried
'or burned. All equipment should
be disinfected and the place where
the animal died should be covered
with a thick layer of straw and
burned.
'The most effective way to pre-
vent blackleg is to make it a
practice to vaccinate all young
stock. If calves a r e vaccinated
with Blackleg Bacterin when they
are 1 to 4 weeks of age this gives
FUNERAL IS FATAL
Juba, Sudan -- (AP) — Charg-
ed with homicide, a tribesman
was acquitted when Investigation
showed he was only brandishing
his spear too enthusiastically at
the funeral of a relative,
them immunity until they are
onths  old. These calves should 
be revaccinated with Blackleg
Bacterin again when they are
months old to give immunity for
life. These two vaccinations are
necessary to give immunity from
birth.
If young cattle are purchased
they should be vaccinated as well
as those raised on your farm.
Blackleg causes great loss in
Kentucky each year. However,
the vaccine is so effective that if
it were widely used this loss
could be entirely prevented.
After tri animal shows symp-
toms of blackleg there is little
you can do in the way of treat-
ment.
The phrase "red tape" became
current in England in the 18th
Century.
LOANS
Offer
('HEAP MONEY TO
FARMERS Through
THREE RIVERS NAT'L FARM
LOAN AS3 N.
Loans made on good !arms
from 10 to '13 years at 4% in-
terest on amortized payments
J. D. ALEXANDER
Secretary - Treasurer
Dial 3351 — Princeton.,Ky.
Per Roll and Up
Over 900 Patterns
Carried in Stock
FRIGIDAIRE
Refrigerators
Most beautiful models!
Most exciting values
in Frigidaire history I
Don't wait another day. Hurry in to tee
our great display-demonstration of the
new 1950 Frigidaire Refrigerators. See
new gold-and-white beauty ... new
Ice-Blue interior trim and dozens more
brand new features. Sizes range from
4 to 17 cu. ft. Pick out yours NOW!
Deluxe Models With These and
Many More New Features!
• New Ice-Blue interior trim
• Full-length doort
• Rust-proof, adiustable shelves
• Porcelain Multi-Purpose Tray
• Sliding Basket-Drawer
• Full-width plastic Chill Drawer
• Exclusive Quickube ice Trays
• Famous Meter-Miser mechanism
Look At it Outside! Look At It Inside 1
VOU CAN'T MATCH A FRIOIDA/RIII
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Day By Day
Strength for this day, that is all
that I ask
Food for my hunger and zest for
my task;
Health for my body-a roof o'er
my head
And when I'm weary-a rest-a
warm bed.
Give me a job and a place in
Life's scheme;
Give me a moment in which I
can dream;
Give me a hand that is willing to
share
Each little happiness. This is my
prayer.
Give me a glimpse of some beau-
tiful thing;
Flowers in the sunshine or birds
on the wing
Give me a mind on a good pur-
pose bent;
Give me a heart that is quiet and
content.
Not to have riches, position or
fame
But to be useful-let that be our
him.
Look not ahead to the future,
but pray
Just for the things that we need
day by day.
Keach - Partenheimer
Mrs. C. W. Keach, Hopkinsville,
announces the engagement of her
daughter, Lillian, to Mr. Albert P.
Partenheimer, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William G. Partenheimer, of
Huntingburg, Ind. Miss Keach, a
graduate of Bethel Woman's Col-
lege and Murray State College,
and a member of Delta Psi Ome-
ga honorary dramatic fraternity,
is now employed as a librarian
in the Evansville Public Library
system.
Mr. Partenheimer, a member of
Pi Kappa fraternity, will graduate
from Evansville College in June.
Wedding plans will be announc-
ed at a later date.
The Keach family formerly re-
sided in Princeton.
Crawford - Bell
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Crawford
announce the marriage of their
daughter, Miss Evelyn Crawford,
to Mr. Richard Gordon Bell on
January 1, 1950. The New Year's
wedding was performed here by
the Rev. 0. G. Priddy. Mr. and
Mrs. Edward H. Johnstone were
best man and matron of honor.
The bride, the only daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford, is a grad-
uate of Cobb high school, class of
1945. She received her Bachelor
of Science Degree from the Uni-
versity of Kentucky in 1949, and
is now Home Economics teacher
st Fredonia High School.
Mr. Bell is the oldest son of
Judge and Mrs. Ralph W. Bell of
Bedford, Ohio. After high school
graduation, he served in the U. S.
Army. He received his A. B. De-
gree from the University of Ken-
tucky, and is now in his second
year of law school at Western Re-
serve Univereilty in Cleveland,
Ohio, where he is a member of
the Phi Delta Phi legal, honorary
fratet;eity.
AVend Opera
'IMr. and Mrs. S. G. Jarvis and
daughter, Joyce, Highland ave-
nue, attended a showing of the
grand opera, "Loehengrin", pre-
sented by the Metropolitan Opera
Co., at Indiana University, Bloom-
ington. last weekend.
FOR SALE!
One five-room house with bath, gas furnace and
nice sanded floors; garage and other nice
out-buildings; hot-water heater.
On paved street, 11'2 blocks from Butler High
School. Lot 110x150; nicely fenced. Shown by
appointment.
$6500
Also other town property and farms for sale.
C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY.
Established 1907 — Phone 2441
Princeton, Kentucky
Glover - Glass
Mies Joyce Glover, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. F. II. Glover, Daw-
ion Springs, became the bride of
Mr. Ralph Glass, Son of Mrs. Ol-
lie Glass, Princeton, at nine
o'clock, Sunday morning, April
9, at the First Cbristian Church,
Dawson Springs. '
Rev. Leslie Bowers, pastor, of-
ficiated at the impressive single
ring ceremony before an altar
banked with Easter Lillies. Three
candlelabras furnished light for
the service.
Miss lsobelle Buzzard, Dawson
Springs, and Mr. Rudolph Estes,
Hopkinsville, were. the only at-
tendants:
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, chose a white tail-
ored sharkskin suit, with navy
and white accessories. She carried
a purple orchid on a white pray-
er book.
Miss Buzzard wore a navy sheer
dress with navy accessories, and
carried a bouquet of pink carna-
tions.
Immediately after the cere-
mony, a reception was held at the
home of the bride's parents for
approximately fifty guests.
After a short trip to Nashville,
Tenn., the young couple are at
home at 1501 Virginia, Hopkins-
ville.
Mrs. Glass is a graduate of
Dawson Springs High School and
the Kentucky Baptist School of
Nursing, Louisville. he is pres-
ently employed at Jennie Stuart
Hospital, Hopkinsville.
Mr. Glass attended Princeton
schools and served in the United
States Navy. He is employed by
Sisk Motor Company, Hopkins-
ville.
Lamb - Morris
Mr. and Mrs. Hershel Lamb,
Dawson Springs, Route 3, an-
nounce the marriage of their
daughter, Miss Reba Wilmadean
Lamb to Mr. Hewlett Edward
Morris, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ru-
dolph Morris, Princeton, Route 3.
The ceremony took place Sun-
day morning March 19, at nine
o'clock at the Grapevine Mission-
ary Baptist Church in Madison-
ville, with the Rev. Rupert A. Ut-
ley performing -the double ring
ceremony.
The bride wore a navy blue
gabardine suit with grey, white
and pink accessories and an or-
chid corsage.
Miss Mary Louise Parrish of
Beulah, maid of honor, wore a
grey suit with navy accessories.
Her corsage was white carnations.
Hayden Clements, of Nashville,
served as best man.
Mrs. Morris is a graduate of
the Dawson Springs High School,
class of 194e and is employed at
the Outwood Veterans Hospital.
Mrs.Merris is empl9yes:1 At the
Red Front Store in Princeton.
After a brief wedding trip, the
couple are now at home on
Princeton, Route 3.
NAT JENNIE STUART *
). Mrs. 0. M. Fox, Fredonia, Route
1, was under treatment at Jennie
Stuart Hospital several days last
SPRING AND MID-SUMMER
COTTONS
Princeton, Ky.
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Engagement Is Announced
Mr. and Mrs. Russell D. Mills, of
Paducah, announce the engage-
ment and approaching marriage
of their only daughter, Mary
Elizabeth, to Don Emmett Mariet-
ta, Jr., son of the Rev. and Mrs.
Don E. Marietta, Sr., of Eufaula,
Ala.
The marriage will be an event
of early June.
Miss Mills is a graduate of
Tilghman high school in the class
of 1945. She received her A. B.
degree from George Peabody
College for teachers, Nashville,
Tenn., in June of 1949 with a
major in English. She is a member
of Kappa Delta Pi and Pi Gamma
Mu honorary professional frater-
nities and is currently employed
as a teacher at Butler High
School.
The Rev. Mr. Marietta is a grad-
uate of Birmingham Southern
College, Birmihgham, Ala., where
he majored in religion. He is a
member of Kappa Phi Kappa and
Eta Sigma Phi, honorary educa-
tion and classical language fra-
ternities. At the present he is a
student in the Vanderbilt school
of religion and is pastor of the
Unionville, Tenn., circuit of the
Methodist church.
Shower Honors
ecent Bride
Mrs. Glenn Cartwright was
hostess at a shower Thursday
night, April 13, at her home on
West Main street, in honor of
Mrs. Ralph Glass, recent bride.
Miss Norma Sue Cartwright
sang "I'll Be Loving You Always"
and Mrs. Clyde Fletcher gave a
reading, "You Are Now A Bride",
followed by a duet by Norma Sue
Cartwright and Pat Dalzell entit-
led, "Say Something Sweet To
Your Sweetheart."
Punch and cookies were served
from the dining room table,
which was beautifully decorated
with violets.
Guests were Mesdames Clyde
Fletcher, Labe Hogan, Jr., Owen
Glass, Glover Lewis, Jr., Ralph
Cummins, 011ie Glass, F. H. Glo-
ver, Homer Purdy, and Misses
Mattie Grace Pettit, Chloe Ann
Winters and Pat Dalzell, and Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Hubbard and Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney Glass, Madison-
ville.
B&PW Club To
Sponsor Benefit Party
Artiey 'r. May
Blades and Miss Virginia Hodge
will serve as hosts to a benefit
bridge and canasta party for the
Business and Professional Wom-
en's Club at the home of Miss
Hodge on N. Seminary street
Tuesday night, April 25, it is an-
-.flounced. Proceeds will go to the
Caldwell County Welfare Fund.
Miss Juanita Baker, Louisville,
is the guest of her nephew, Mr.
Clauscine Baker, and family,
Dawson road. Miss Baker is a
former instructor at Eastside
School.
Baptist S. S. Class
Holds Regular Meeting
The Polly Anna Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist Church
held its regular monthly meeting
Tuesday night, April 18, at the
home of the president, Mrs. John
Hopper, White street, with Mrs.
Oscar George, as co-hostess.
Mrs. Marshall Ethridge, teach-
er, gave the devotional. The
group discussed prospective mem-
bership, reenlistment of old mem-
bers and group captains. Roll
call was answered with scripture.
After the business session, re-
freshments were served to Mes-
dame Marshall Ethridge, Leon
Cummins, John Ferguson, Mitch-
ell Rowland, Burhl Hollowell,
Randolph Hutchinson, Bradley
Towns, John Nolte, Gordon Glenn,
Cberles McLin, Jerry Adams,
Louis Litchfield, Logan Hyde; and
Misses Elaine Morris and Doris
Bragdon.
The next meeting will be held
at the home of Mrs. Charles Mc-
Lin with Mrs. Louis Litchfield as
co-hostess.
Three B&PW Members
-Ali-State .Citortss-
Misses Virginia McCaslin, Car-
win Cash and Dorothy Ann Davis
will represent the Princeton Busi-
ness and Professional Women's
Club in the All-State Chorus to
be presented at the annual State
Convention at Bowling Green
June 12.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie T. Gresham
spent Monday and Tuesday of this
week in Louisville where they at-
tended the 38th annual meeting
of the Kentucky Tuberculosis As-
sociation.
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CONVINIFINT TURNS
Baptist Circles Hold
Joint Session April 17
Circles Two and Five of the
Woman's Missionary Society of
the First Baptist Church met at
the home of Mrs. Clay Gresham,
MedieonvWgs street for a joint
session Monday, Apr
The groups assembled at the
noon hour for a "cover-dish"
lunch, prepared by Mrs. Gresham
and membess attending.
The gusts, after being served,
were seated throughout the re-
ception rooms Mr.. Gresham was
Assisted in. serving by Mesdames
Garnett Oden and Charles Par-
ker. After lunch the guests were
entertained with a unique recrea-
tional program.
Mrs. Parker, chairman of Circle
Five, was in charge of the devo-
tional period and called the meet-
ing to order with song and pray.
er, folloseed by a duet which was
presented by Mesdames Mayme
Murphy' and R. G. McClelland, en-
titled, "More Like The Master."
The lesson for the afternoon,
the first chapter in genesis, was
led by Mrs. McClelland, teacher
for Circle Five.
After a brief business period,
each group reassembled and went
to the Caldwell County Farm for
a devotional service, which was
led by Mrs. McClelland.
Present were Mesdames C. A.
Woodall, Mayme Murphy, J. H.
Hollingsworth, William Hughes,
Leslie Vick, W. G. Oden, E. A.
Whitestt, Albert Page, Bertie
Gray, Ernest Ritchie, Charles
Parker, 0. E. Allen, Luther Beck-
ner, R. G. McClelland, John E.
Eison, Kelsey Chambers, Charles
McElroy; Misses Bessie Ritchie,
Ruth Wood, Carolyn Ann Ray
and the host.
Kindergarten Class To
Graduate 18 Children
The 1950 kindergarten class of
Mrs. Louis Litchfield will hold its
commencement exercises Tuesday
morning, April 25, at If/ o'clock
at Butler High auditorium, it is
announced.
The program will consist of
songs and poems to be given by
the graduates. They will wear
caps and gowns.
Receiving diplomas and ready
to enroll in the first grade are
Kay Blaizer, Betty Litchfield,
Glenda Morgan, Kathy Shelton,
Bobby Burton, Charles Henry,
Sidney Ladd, Harry Mason Join-
er and Joe Robinson.
. Others receiving diplomas for
their one year's work are Maurine
Adams, Carrie Hughey, Martha
Littlepage, Susie Mitchell, Sue
McConnell, Ann Randolph, John
Shelly Eldred, Billy Gianninisje,
and Tom Giannini.
The public is cordially invited
to attend these exercises.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ed Young
and Miss Katharine Garrett spent
Tuesday in Nashville, Tenn.
1,ader Congratulates
V Mr. and Mrs. Victor Elmer &sa-
line, Route 1, on the birth of a
daughter, Joyce Carol, April 6..
• • •
Mr. and Mr. Ode Jewell Kirk,
Peoria, Ill., on the birth of a son,
,at Prineeiert—PlaispitaL
He has been named Dennis
George. Mrs. Kirk is the former
Docie Evelyn Cooper, of Prince-
ton.
• r.
Mr. and Mrs. John Elmer Men-
aer, Dawson Springs, Route 3, on
the birth of a son, Larry Joe,
April 12.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Edward Driv-
er, Dycusburg, 'Route 1, on the
birth of a son, Clovis Willard,
April 10.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Thurman Rumseey
Mitchell, Route 3, on the birth of
a son, Richard Leon, April 12.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Franklin
Hamby, 920 Varmint Trace road,
on the birth of a daughter, Glenda
Sue, April 5.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Baxter Puck-
ett, Route I, on the birth of a
daughter, April 7. She has been
named Nina Gayle.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Earl
Rustin, Marion, Route 1, on the
birth of a daughter, Marguerite
Faye, April 9, at Princeton Hos-
pital.
. _
STYL-EEZ A Siolby Shoe
Thursda ", A ril 20, 1
Rose And Gaden Club
Members See Paint*
Slides At Regular
At the regular meeting
Princeton Ruse and Gardas
last Thursday night at
Coon Library, Miss Eliza eel
various colors that can be p
in flower gardens.
Slides shown by Charlie
meyer, Jr., of Fredonia,
seenet from the four Nowa
seen in the kredonla Vallee
Included colored leaves, the
bow and ice scenes, Scion
the flower garden of Mr. am
R. H. Dalzell were also sle,st
Arrangements of spring
era were sent for the trielesi
Mrs. Rumsey Taylor, Dr. and
C. F. Engelhardt, Mrs. J.11.
loway, Mrs. Shell Smith, Ma
L. Mays and Mr. and Mn
f Dawson Springs.
Col. and Mrs. R. L. Patinas
turned to their home in A
Ga., Tuesday, after a visit ts
parents, Mr. and Mrs R it I
lot, Highland avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
and Miss Katharine Garrett
turned Friday from New
La., where they spent a 10
-day
cation.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Ernst
her, Marion, on the birth
son, April 12, at Princetaa
pital. He has been named
Stanley.
Endless care goes into the 'Wing
and making of STYL-EEZzFediies.
They fit fine, feel dandy, look fine
and dandy with all casual
clothes. They're a treat
for your feet.
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Your water color print
Pretty pastels, delicately blended as in on or.
tist's painting. Of sheer rayon crepe with a
high round neck and self string tie. Important,
Hi. side swept pocket and softly draped full-
ness. lW. green or aqua. Sizes 10 to 20.
$16.95-
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I W. Towery
1 services for kraltsuel W.
who died Tuest ay, April
home in the Creawat
it% after a long illness,
nducted Sunday after-
16. at Creswell Bap-
h y the Rev. Edward
who was audited by the
bert Kemp and Herbert
Local B&PW Members
Attend Marion Meeting
Twenty-one members of the
Princeton Business and Profes
sional Women's Club attend( s
the regular business meeting of
the- Marion- Club-Tuesday-mot;
It is announced,
Those attending were Virginia
MeCaslin, Arney T. Rawls, Bliss-
beth Gray, Berdie Moore, May
Blades, Mina Tom Ryan, Vera
Rosenthal, Lillian Pruett, Bessie
Wilson, Joan Berry, Wilma Black-
s,-ery was a retired farm- burn, Mary Wilson Eldred, El.
as born and reared in !loft Brown, Carwin Cash, Vergie
well community. s Barnett, Virginia Morgan, Mary
rs are his wife, Mrs; Loft us, Katherine McConnell,
on Towery; four sons, Melville Young, Robert Lee Beck
and Elvin, of Crittenden and Sudie Griffith.
Orvin, of Evansville; El-
aldwell county; a sister,
a McDowell, of this coun-
• brothers, William and
of Evansville, Ind.; R. L.,
sippi, and t w o sisters,
rence Clift and Mrs. Lee
of this county.
s, nine grandchildren and
grandchildren also sur-
was in Pleasant Hill
annie Wright
I services were held
at 2 p. m. for Mrs. Nan-
beth Wright, who died
at the home of a daugh-
Raymond Phelps, of near
Crider.
Seririces were held at the home
of Mrs. Phelps, with the Rev.
Holland Thomas officiating. Bur-
ial was in Pool cemetery.
Mrs. Wright lived in Crider and
was a member of Lebanon Baptist
church. She was the widow of
George W. Wright.
Survivors are th r ee other
daughters, Mrs. Roy Ashby, Fre-
donia, Mrs. Shuford Hentz, Water-
loo, Ia., and Mrs. B. B. Hughes,
Sturgis; a son, D. L. Wright, Fre-
donia; a sister, Mrs. Clay Scott,
Princeton; four brothers, D. -S.
Orange, Wichita, Kans., W. M.
and T. G. Orange, Dawson
Springs, and G. W. Orange,
Princeton; 11 grandchildren, and
w YOU TOO Can Own
A PINCOR
POWER MOWER
NE11 MODEL P-118 - NEW LOW PRICE
only $89.50
"Makes Fun of Work"
incor & Sunbeam Electric Hedge Trimmers
Pincor Hand Mowers
Keen Kutter & Blue Grass Lawn Mowers
Doo-Klip Grass Shears
Swan Garden Hose
Sprayers -- Lawn Sprinklers
Vigoro -- Weed-No-More
EVERYTHING FOR THE LAWN AT
ELDRED OWE. CO.
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
WALKS ON BORROWED BONE
Carol Ann Wenzel (center), 9, of West New York, N. J., takes her first steps in a hospital at
Orange, N. J., since she was paralyzed a year ago. With her at New Jersey Orthopedic Hospital is
Joe Lipani (right), 13, of Passaic, whose leg hone was used to patch her spine. Joe walks on an arti-
ficial limb. Last year doctors arsputated his crippled left leg and used a section to patch a
break in Carole Ann's spine whic had paralyzed her legs. Nurse at left is rane Brennan. (AP
Wirephoto)
two great-grandchildren.
Joe Emberger
Requiem high mass for Joe Em-
berger, 83, who died suddenly of
a heart attack Thursday night,
April 13, at his home in the Du-
laney community, was held at St.
Paul's Catholic Church Saturday
morning, April S at 11 a. m., by
the Rev. Fr. William Borntraeger.
Mr. Emberger is survived by
his wife and several children.
Burial was in Cedar Hill Ceme-
tery.
Cedar Bluff
Cedar Bluff Homemakers met
Thursday afternoon at the home
of Mrs. W. C. Fike.
The lesson on. landscaping was
given by Mrs. Tully Choice. Miss
Wilmi Vandiver led the discus-
sion on the program for the com-
ing year.
Refreshments were served to
Mesdames Tula Goodwin, Stanley
McGowan, Andrew Ladd, Nathan
Bates, Herman Darnell and Aaron
Cummins. Mrs. Delia Gresham
was a visitor.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lacey at-
tended revival services in Mun-
fordville Saturday and Sunday,
conducted by the Rev. G. P. Corn-
er, who recently conducted a re-
vival here at Ogden Methodist
Church.
YOUR GOLDEN
OPPORTUNITY!
5 000 For Your OldLiving Room Suite
Regardless Of Age or Condition
eve got to make room! 30 Suites have got to go. Sale ends April
h ... Trade in that old suite while selections are complete. Buy on
rdan's Liberal Terms.
Quaint Maple Sofa Bed Suite
Pieces in Warm Mellow Maple, both covered in Green
tapestry. The sofa opens to a double bed and the chair
relaxing comfort.
Modern 2 Pc. Wool Frieze
is high style had 'quality. Solid hardwood frame with
ed weal frieze upholstery. Choice of lipstick red, blue
gray.
our Choice.. . Take Your Pick
ce of 4 bed style sofas with matching chair. Choose from
c, Mohair, Velour and Frieze. You have an extra room
this bed suite.
Moderp Carved Frame Suite
vitittal allying with carved wood franse. Brand new and
Covered in all wool material that will wear
years. •
Easy
Terms
00 So. Main
Reg. price $169.95
Your Trade In 50.00
You Pay $119.95
Reg. price $189.95
Your Trade In 50.00
You Pay 139.95
Reg. price $198.50
Your Trade In 50.00
You Pay $148.50
Reg. price $225.00
Your Trade In 50.00
You Pay -317.(TO
JORDAN'S FreeDelivery
Hopkinsville's Leading Home Furnishers Phone 394
Imotramorm,..
News From The Past
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and amoitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice-
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re
porters. shortlar after the turn of the century, wrote them.
April 24, 1906. Dr. John Jones informal tea Saturday afternoon
and sister, Mrs. Frank Morgan, by Miss Etna Wilson. The invite-
left Sunday afternoon for a visit Lions were limited to Os* hostess'
to relatives at Selma, Ala., and friends. The Misses Darby are the
Ptnscacola, Fla. They will be popular arid accomplished daugh-
gp several days. ters of Hon. P. H. Darby, our
ss.April 24, 1906. Mr. and Mrs. A. „county attorney. 
:Koltinsky returned Sunday after- February 5, 1904. Miss rtylene
noon from Dayton, G., where Jones, one of Princeton's popular
they spent two weeks. They re- andvisi t accomplisheding  iss  Re ylla 
oung 
Coleman,
ladies o, i sf
Paducah.port 
a pleasant and most enjoy-
able trip.
April 24, 1906. William Slice,
the Cerulean Springs miller, was
in the city Saturday. He reported
the milling business very good at
Cerulean.
April 24, 1906. Mrs. R. Wood
Ogilvie and little daughter, Fran-
ces, returned home yesterday
morning after several months'
stay in Florida and Ashville, N.
C. They were met at Louisville
by Dr. Ogilvie, who accompanied
them from that city.
"April 27, 1906. Robert Coleman,
infant son of Dr. and Mrs. V. A.
Stilley, died at Benton Wednes-
day. Mrs. Stilley was formerly
Miss May Coleman, of this city.
T. E. Coleman attended the burial
yesterday. Dr. and Mrs. Stilley
have the sympathy of their many
iends in their recent bereaus-
nent.
May 8, 1906. Shell R. Smith
is here on a visit of several days.
He is the same old "jolly Jack"
and his many friends are glad to
eeMhayim13., 1906. S. J. Larkins, 
 
for-
merly of this county, but now of
f St. Louis, is here for a two weeks'
, visit with relatives. He is connect-
‘ed with Butler Bros., wholesale
establishment of St. Louis.
February 5, 1904. On Wednes-
.day Mrs. J. H. Williams enter-
tained her charming guests at a
one o'clock luncheon. The table
was like a scene from fairy land,
with cut glass, beautiful hand-
painted China and flowers. The
color scheme was pink, the flow-
ers carnations. The ices in design
were of this beautiful flower,
with cake to correspond. There
were seven courses and nev er
were more delightful viands serv-
ed to tickle the palate. Phase
present were Mesdames Stegar,
Gates, Charles Eldred, Dique Eld-
red, Glover Powell, Short, King,
Davidson and Fellows.
February 5, 1904. Mrs. N. D
Abell entertained last night in
honor of her visitor, Miss Beatrice
Hurley, of Dixon, Ky.
February 5, 1904. Misses Lucy
and Nannie Darby, who are visit-
ing in Louisville were given an
Card Of Thanks
We wish to thank our many
friends and neighbors for the
kindness shown, us during the
time of the death of our loved ofie,
Virgil H. Swinney.
We especially wish to thank
the personnel of the Morgan Fure-
eral Home, Dr. K. L. Barriee add
the Rev. Irvine L. Parrett. ,
Mar. you be so comforted in
your time of need.
The Family of Virgil SwinfTeY,
42,11c
6,000 Visit Kentucky
Lake State Park Sunday
More than 6,000 persons visited
Kentucky Lake State Park at
Eggner's Ferry Sunday as t h e
park observed "open house." Supt.
W. D. Hamrick reported 1,541
cars were clocked at the park en-
trance.
Chief attraction were the 15
new cottages which were opened
for the first time for public in-
spection.
Henry Ward, commissioner of
conservation. and Mrs. Lucy
Smith, were here for the day's
activities.
P Wootali
Mrs. Mary Lou Crewford, 411
E. Market street, returned to
her home Sunday after undergo-
ing an celerition WecAte a
April 12, at Princeton Hospital.
Mrs. Augustus ,Kortreeht has
returned to her home in Lojaisville
after a visit to her daughter, Mrs.
Willjam C. Lowry, Mr. Lowry
and their little daughter, Anna
Ratliff, in Hopkinsville.
Miss Lou Nell Russell, student
at Western State College, Bowling
Green, spent last weekend with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
Russell, Marion road.
Mrs. S. J. Lowry spent Sunday
night with Mr. and Mrs. William
C. Lowry and little daughter,
Anna Ratlitf, in Hopkinsville.
Bob Taylor, student at Vander-
bilt University, Nashville, Tenn.,
spent last weekend with his par-
ents, Mr. and MAL Rumsey Tay-
lor, Locust street.
Mrs. Charles McElroy and sons,
Jimmy and Bobby, of Hodgen-
ville, visited Mr. and Mrs. C. S.
McElroy, N. Jefferson., street, and
Mrs. Hugh Hirnsaker and family,
E. Market street.
Mrs. James Ratliff and children,
James Roy and Charles, of Louis-
ville, spent last week with her
parents ,Mr. and Mrs. Roy Row-
land, West Main street.
I Mrs. Hugh Hunsaker and chil-
dren, Jackie, Joe, Molly and
Paul, spent Saturday in Marion
with h e r 'sister, Mrs. Herbert
Cochran, and family.
B. M. Stone, Jr., Paducah, spent
last weekend with his mother,
Mrs. Mary W. Stone, and sister,
Mrs. Gordon Glenn, and family,
N. Harrison street.
Sgt. William E. Wilson, of Flori-
da, spent Easter holidays with his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Wil-
son.
Mr. and Mrs. Boston Criswell
and two daughters moved to Un-
ion City, Tenn., Monday where he
has been transferred. They have
be en residing at 107 Highland
Avenue.
Ar. and Mrs. Horace Willams
returned to their home in St.
Petersburg, Fla., Tuesday after a
visit to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Rat-
liff, Eddyville road.
Mn. and Mrs. Gracean M. Pest. 
leywere guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Hager in Owensboro
Sunday afternoon.
/ Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Stephens,
S. Jefferson street, was the guest
of Mrs. J. D. Logsdon in Owens-
boro last week. Mr. Logsdon is a
former manager of the Southern
Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co.,
here.
j Mr. end Mrs. Tom Lackey
Nashville, Tenn., visited Mr. and
Mrs. Lucian Greer, West Main
sVeet, Sunday. .
Mr. and Mrs. Dique Eldred,
Mrs. William S. Rice and Miss
Mary Wilson Eldred spent last
Thursday in Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. George Talley
Bailey, Miss Shirley Young and
Mr. N. H. Talley, Jr., were guests
Build Your Future with
'America's Finest Men
America's most alert and ambitious young men are enlisting in
the U.S. Army because they know that a military career offers a
combination of opportunity and security seldom found elsewhere.
Standards are high, but if you can measure
up, a rewarding career with every opportunity
for further education, travel and adventure can
be yours.
Build your future with America's finest men.
Get the eumplete facts at your U.S. Army and
U.S. Air Force Recruiting Station. Act now as
enlistment quotas are limited.
Courthouse, Princeton, Kentucky
Os
of Mr, and Mrs. N. H. Talley, Sr.,
West Main street, last weekend.
Mr. Bailey Is studying denlatry at
the University of Louisville and
Mr. Talley is a medical student
at Vanderbilt Univers*, Nash-
ville, Tenn.
s. an u ar
and grandson, George Baker Hub-
bard, Jr., of Jackson, Tenn., vis-
ited the latter's grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Beasley, in
Nashville, Tenn., last Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Fretick
spent Wednesday in Paducah.
Mrs. George D. Hill, Hopkins-
ville street, accompanied by Mrs.
Forest E. White, spent last week-
end in Nashville, Tenn., where
thy visited Mrs. White's daughter,
Mrs. Owen Felts.
Jimmy Mitchell accompanied
Orman Travis to the Baptist Hos-
pital, Memphis, Tenn., one day
last week, where Mr. Travis un-
derwent a major operation. His
condition is reported to be satis-
factory.
Mrs. Mary Lou Keeney Craw-
ford has received word that her
cousin, Mrs. Mayesie Burgess is
critically ill in a hospital at Bar-
tow, Fla. Mrs. Burgess is a sister
of Mrs. Weldon Stephens, also of
Bartow, who is the former L. D.
Boynton, of Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Cardin spent
last weekend with friends in
Bowling Green.
'.1 Mr. and Mrs. Ted Breckinridge,
Louisville, spent several days last
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UDC Chapter To
Give Silver Tea ,
The Tom Johnson Chapter,
United Daughters of the Con-
federacy, will gtve their ansugil
Silver Tea at George Coon Libra-
, pr
7:30 p. m., it is announced.
Miss Nancy Stowers will pre-
sent tile Girls' Sextet from Butler
High School in several musical
numbers. ,Mrs. S. 0. Catlett will
review the book, 'The Thread
That Runs So True," a rough
rhapsody on education by Jesse
Stuart "This thrilling new book
on the teaching profession Is Jesse
Stuart's account of his several
years as a school teacher serving
in the capacity of a county school
superintendent and high school
principal in the Kentucky moun-
tains where 'feudin and fightin'
was not merely a song," it was
said.
The public is cordially invited
week with Mr. and Mrs. W. C
Sparks, Eddyville road.
Mrs. William S. Rice and Mr.
Richard Ratliff were visitors in
Hopkinsville Monday.
Miss Evelyn Norton, of Nash-
ville, Tenn., and Miss Mary Wil-
son Eldred spent last weekend at
Mammoth Cave.
Income to the U4 S. government
from oil and gas leases on public
lands come to about $31,000,000 a
year.
NOTICE!
Anyone shooting a 22-rifle with-
in the city limits will be prosecuted
to the fullest extent of the law.
HAROLD RUDD,
Chief-of-Police
MARK OFL um Biimile QUALITY
DON'T SPEND YOUR
SUMMER SWATTING.USE
FITTED
SCRUMS
Screen Doors $5.49 up
Screen Wire, yd. ....36c up
Screen Stock, it. 04c
Screen Moulding, ft. .02eic
Screen Door Grills $1.75 up
Screen Corners, set  20c
Screen Enamel. qt. ... 80c
ALSO
Custom Made Aluminum
Screens
Custom Made Wood Frame
Screens
Card Of Thanks
We take this method of depres-
sing our appreciation to everynne
..who contributed to our welfare
When our home was destroyed by
fire a few days ago. We, also,
wish So thank the C. A. Woodall
Insurance Agency for their
promptness In paying the insur-
ance claim, this bears out their
slogan that.they 'stay and pay".
0. K. Peek and Family,
 
Amee14p..4Cuttawa.. Kontstekvo 43-1te
5 LBS. PURE CANE SUGAR 5( SALT
In Factory Packed Bags With Order of $5.00
or more. ONE TO A CUSTOMER.
TOILET PAPER DR. WARREN'S, 650 
SHEETSROLL
PINEAPPLE JUICE  DEL MNOoNT. 2ECAN
SEARCH LIGHT MATCHES CARTON
SALT Sc BOX; -3 FOR
EACH
TOMATO CATSUP 07=LE,  2 FOR 25(
Ssi MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE, LB. MN 15(
15C LARD LB. 10cP;URE  $45950 LB. CAN
35( SUPER SUDS LG. BOX 21c
10( SUGAR CURED JOWLS 2 LB& 25(
10c IODIZED BOX; 
Many Other Items At Every Day Low Price.
Be sure to visit our new store. Lower shelves;
wider isles; quicker check out; better serivce;
better quality.
QUINN'S GROCERY
SUPER LOW PRICES
209 to 211 W. Shepardson St. Phone 2611
1!
Savings On Income Tax
Worth While To Owners
The amount of income tax you
can save in buying a home is well
worth figuring. It is an actual
cash • ebetract
amount that accrues to your
benefit in the distant hature.
If your income tax is withheld
from your salary or wages, you
get the money in the form of a
rebate check. If you're in busi-
ness for yourself you just keep
this money in your pocket and
Itemize the deduction when fil-
ing your return.
Since the average family bud-
get will stand only so much of
an allowance for housing, wheth-
er in rent or in payments on a
home, the income tax saving of
a home buyer is a real advantage
over the renter.
Take an example of a man
making $5,000 a year, and having
• a wife and two children. If he
had a mortgage of $12,500 his
first year's carrying charges
would be $562.50 at 41/2 per cent
interest. Assuming his real estate
tax to be $175, he would be en-
titled to deductions of $737.50 on
this score.
Then assuming that his family
h ad normal deductions for
MY MOMMY
SAYS THERE'S NONE
BETTER THAN
NUNN-BETTER!
NUNN:
BETTER
rity 7/(44.14
POULTRY FEED
• for BABY CHICKS
• for GROWING FLOCKS
• for LAYING HENS
FEED NUNN-BETTER
ALL THE WAY FOR ...
BIGGER POULTRY PROFITS
•"NUNN-BETTER All Mash
is made by the Millers of
NUNN-BETTER All Purpose
Soft Wheat Flour.
church and charity contributions,
other taxes, losses, medical ex-
penses, etc., amounting to $500,
decluctiena would _Ise
$1,237.50. On a joint return his
Income tax would amount to
$226.18.
If this family rented, its total
deductions would be only $500.
The share of their rent that
went toward the landlord's taxes
and interest would not, be 'de-
ductible to them. Their income
tax would amount to $348.60.
This means a saving of $122.42
for the home owner, or $10.20
per month.
If the same families had an-
nual incomes of $8,000 the in-
come tax saving for the home
owner would amount to $143,78.
The attractive part of income
tax savings in home buying is
that they are greater right now
in the early years of ownership.
For example, a 15-year mort-
gage at 5 p e r cent calls for
monthly payments of $7.91 to cov-
er interest and amortization on
every $1,000 of loan. In the first
year an average of $9.98 out of
those $7.91 payments goes for in-
terest and $3.93 toward paying off
the principal.
By the fifth year the al/erase
monthly interest payment is
down to $3.11 an dthe principal
payment is up to $4.80. In the
tenth year the division will be
$1.74 for interest and $6.17 for
amortization.
So income tax deductions for
interest are most noticeable
when needed the most.
Paducah Mother,
17, And Her Baby
Burn To Death
Paducah—(AP)—A 17-year-old
mother and her four-months-old
son were burned to death Friday
in a blaze that heavily damaged
their two-room frame house here.
Fire chief Frank Gholson ident-
ified the woman as Mrs. Dorothy
Patterson and the child as Leslie
Eugene Patterson. The husband
was not in' the home when the
fire occurred.
Gholson said he was not able
immediately to'Cletermine cause of
the fire.
Tbe child s grandmother, Mrs.
Percy Patterson, lives in Prince-
ton.
The custom of throwing shoes
at weddings originated because
shoes were once regarded as a
symbol of wealth and poWer, since
ancient methods of tanning made
leather too expensive for any but
the nobility.
JAL alet Mgclicinz Man.
The days of the "Old Medicine Man"
are past. No more of the over night
pitch tents that frequented the
county fain and small towns a
generation ago. Today through mod
em medicines successful struggle In
the folds In the medical research
we no longer har• to guess as to
What ails us. You/ physicicm has
the knowledge gleaned through the
ages to apply to your -particular
condition.
Wood Drug Store
Phone 2075
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
WOMAN GUARDS PROPERTY: Mrs. C. F'. Swearinger stands
armed with a shot gun in her building at Peoria, III. Mrs. Swear-
inger, her husband and four sons, are tearing down the old build-
ing to get material for a new home. Mrs. Swearinger said she and
her family had been threatened with violence if they refitsed to
hire union labor. As she stood guard over the wrecking operation
Mrs. Swearinger said, "I don't want to shoot anyone but I will if
they try to do any harm. All we want is to be left alone. This is
the only chance I have to get a home of my. own." (AP Wirephoto)
Wives Pet Peeves
Go Up In Smoke
By Cynthia Lowry
-Somebody made one of those
surveys the other day and came
up with a list of .the 10 things
women disliked most frequently
in men and vice versa. The re-
sults were pretty much what
you'd expec t, with nagging,
jealousy, poor housekeeping,
staying out with the boys and the
like prominently mentioned.
What piqued my interest was
that high up on the women's dis-
likes list was smoking. Men didn't
seem to object to women's smok-
ing in quantity at all, because it
wasn't on a pretty inclusive list
of female faults.
Personally, I am inclined to
think that women have some feel-
ing about smoking because wom-
en are the ones who have to emp-
ty ashtrays in most houses. They
are also the characters who have
to vacuum clean every day in
every room where there's a pipe-
smoker in the house. They are
the ones who have to decide what
to do with old cigar butts—and
only razor blades present a more
difficult problem. They are the
unfortunates who find the dish-
water swirling with strong-smel-
ling ashes and soggy cigarette
butts becaus'rsomebody used a
saucer for an ashtray.
Any man who has a wife who
smokes cigarettes is pretty lucky.
In fairness she can't complain bit-
terly that emptying ashtrays is a
never-ending and boring chore—
not when she helps fill them up.
I would also bet a nickel that
many-of -the men as,-ho voted nag--
ging a Woman's worst fault were
cigar and pipe smokers — and the
aura of nagging surrounding their
homes was primarily concerned
with male smoking habits.
The cigarette smoker is proba-
bly the least objectionable smoker
of the three from the standpoint
of neatness and lightness of I
fumes. The pipe smokes is far and
away the, most difficult smoker to
have around the house. At the
same time, the cigar and pipe
boys seem to enjoy themselves
Impressive!
The Chieftain De Luxe Four-Door Sedan
MOST POPULAR 
PONTIAC OF THEM ALL!
Th• beautiful 
Chieftain De luxe Fou
r-Door
Sedan . . A big, 
luxurious cm with load
s of
room for solid 
comfort . . . Wide, 
comfortable
seats with restfully 
contoured cushions . • 
•
Arm rests and 
quality floor coverings 
... 
Wide,
easy-m.4m5 doors with 
chltd-proof locks . • •
Luggage space galore 
in a trunk with 
counter-
balanced, setf-looking lid 
...Super-sof•, super-
strong all steel 
Bodies by Fisher . • . 
And per-
k...mance that will thrill y
ou every time you 
driv•I
This is the most popular model of a most popu-
lar car—the wonderful new 1950 Pontiac. It's
certainly easy to see why—it's a big, beautiful,
impressive automobile. .
The basic virtues of this fine car are yours in
any Pontiac you choose—a Straight Eight or a
Six, a Chieftain or a Streamliner, a Sedan or a
Coupe. Every Pontiac is a thoroughly good car, a
wonderful performer built to deliver years of
economical service.
Dollar for dollar, you can't beat a Pontiac!
Dollar fir Pollar yoo, cant beat a
PoAvrticri
M. & S. Motor And liplement Co.
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RAILWAY SLEEPER
Rangoon — (AP) — Alarm
seized passengers when a train
running between the sacred Bur-
mese city, Mandalay, and Hadaya,
12 miles away, came to an abrupt
halt and the engine began to hoot.
They wondered if they were to be
the victims of bandits and rebels.
Several yards ahead, a still ob-
ject lay across the track. The en-
gine crew, with the train's mili-
tary escort, hurried forward to
investigate. They found a man
fast asleep. They booted him into
wakefulnetas and demanded an
explanation. He said he was a
security guard on railtrack duty
and "must have dropped off to
sleep."
much more.
Sherlock Holmes did a marvel-
ous job of detecting a criminal by
identifying his cigar ash — he
wrote monographs on the subject
if memory serves. I have thOught
that a smart private or public eye
could track a pipe 'smoker to
earth merely by following the
thin lint of dottle or whatever
they call the stuff they Spill
constantly.
It would be a crying shame
however, to deprive a pipesmok-
er of his pipe. This type of smok-
er, messy though he is, seems to
derive as much enjoyment from
his preparations to smoke as he
does actually smoking.
A devotee usually has as much
equipment as a cabinetmaker.
And it takes him longer to pre-
pare for a smoke than to smoke
it. He fiddles with the bowl,
reams the stem, cleans it out.
Then he fusses with the tobacco—
spilling some quantity on the
floor in the process, where it joins
the gop he just has cleaned from
the -pipe—and -pushes and—fusses.
Finally he uses a full box of
matches to get it started, only to
forget about the pipe and let it
go out. I'm safe pipe
-smoking
never hurt a smoker—only the
cleaner-upper.
Smokers who stick to cigars
are a difficult breed. They are
many breeds, in fact, and the
most objectionable of these is the
,cigar chewer. Most cigars wind
up in an ash-tray, however, and
so do the ashes. There's nothing
quite as unenchanting as a dead,
weir:Chewed cigar butt and it can
be identified in even A large,
well ventilated room. On the oth-
er hand, a cigar-smoker lighting
up after dinner is so obviously
enjoying himself, it's a shame to
nag him about burying the corpse
of his stogie rater.
Getting back to men's apparent
acceptance of women's smoking—
I can't understand it. Seems to
me all the men I know would
lather their women didn't smoke.
And it seems to me that men are
always proclaiming loftily that
women are the messiest smokers
in the business. May be that's
just said in self-defense.
Try A Leader Classified Ad!
KEACH'S in Hopkinsville
FOR COMPLETE
HOME FURNISHINGS
411‘ "KEACH'S HAS IT"
THE GARDEN 1
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture anti
Home Economics
.111.111011111111.111.111111111•11111111.11.0111111.1.1 11 0.6011.1111
CORN AND BEANS
By the time this reaches print,
the-chance of starting beans and
moat cosh will be worth taking.
Should replanting be necessiif,
the loss is small, but should the
season be kind, repayment for the
risk will have been tremendous.
The general fertilizing scheme,
heretofore diseussed, suits both
these, as they are "seed crops."
The soil should be prepared well
to make it warm, as beans are
subject to rotting when the soil
is too cool. In this connection,
dusting bean seed with Spergon
is a measure of protection against
seed rotting.
The first planting of beans
should be Valentine, black or red,
as this variety is cold-hardy and
the seed least expensive. A close
second is `Tennessee Greenpod,
somewhat inclined ot shuckiness
If permitted to fill out too much,
but a good bean for the season.
Next planting, the really fine
bean, Tendergreen, (Tenderpod,
Tenderlong) should be used. Its
color is good, the pods are "mea-
ty", qualities that make it a fine
"freezer."
It is common observation that
when the weather becomes hot
and dry, the usually-raised sorts
fail or completely suspend. For
overcoming that situation, the
heat and drought-resistors, Logan
and US Refugee No. 5, should be
used during the interval Itetween
June 15 and August 1. These are
bush beans, and although seed
may not be immediately obtain-
able everywhere, merchants can
find them easily enough/ Last
bean plantings may be of Tender-
green again.
As for early corn, Adams re-
mains the best, but after the first
planting, the really fine yellow
sorts should be used, Golden
Cross,Bantam (the "Cross" is im-
portant), loana and Flagship,
Golden Cross's fault is that it '
does not stay in sugar long, but
that makes it an excellent freez-
er, bunching the work. Anyhow,
It may be planted in two-week
relays to spread the harvest. Io-
ana and Flagship stay in quality
longer and the ears .are a trifle
larger, but there are fewer twins
than with Golden Cross. They are
good "freezers," too.
Only the belly skin of croco-
diles is used for leather.
WALKER HAS IT
FIRST AID SUPPLIES arid
SICK ROOM NEEDS
WALKER'S DRUGS &
JEWELRY
Princeton, Ky. Dial 3211
Ky. Farm News
The Farm Demonstration Asso-
ciation in Christian county re-
ported $33,925 spent last year for
ammonium nitrate And triple'
superphosphate.
W. B. Collins, farm agent in
Meson county, says Kentucky
31 fearue furnished pasture every
day last winter.
Some farmers in Lawrence
county started baby chicks two
months earlier than they usually
do.
Twenty-eight TVA demonstrat-
ors in Greenup county have re-
ceived 28,000 pounds of calcium
metaphosphate to use on demon-
stration field.
Twenty-six 4-H club boys and
girls in Pike county set 500 straw-
berry plants each.
About 50 potato growers in
Jefferson counts planted Ash-
worth and Chenango, new varie-
ties in Kentucky.
Laurel county farm families
are being encouraged to grow at
least one n e w vegetable this
season.
A Henry county merchant is
offering dress material to girls
doing outstanding work in the
New Castle 4-H Club.
With the coming of REA lines,
many farm women in Bath coun-
ty are considering the purchase
of home freezers and electric
sewing machines.
Sales of Ladino clover seed in
Madison county this spring are
expected to double those of a year
ago.
T h e Scottsville Homemakers
Club in Allen county has started
a movement for a youth center
for recreation purposes.
Ky. 41 continues to be the lead-
ing tobacco grown in Anderson
county, followed by Ky. 35 and
Ky. 16 in equal amounts.
R. K. Martin of Grant county
made an average of $33.68' per
ewe on a flock° of 45 sheep, top-
ping others in the lamb pool.
Try a Leader Classified' Ad!
MEMORIALS
for
• GOOD QUALITY
• GOOD illiqR/CMANSIIIP
*GOOD VALVE
• IN GOOD TASTF
Henr & Hem;
Phone 3254 PrIesseese, Ey.
CAPITOLFRIDAY
LOVE WAS
NEVER SO
Dizzy...
Delirious/
BETTY
CARTOON
Added Treats!
SPORTS
SATURDAY, APR. 22
2 GREAT FEAT RES!
A ed Attractions!
CHAPTER 5 "TEX GRAMMER"
TOM & JERRY CARTOON
MS
-803
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A CROP OP SARCASM
Liberty, N. Y. — (AP) Citi-
zens of thlr, Cetskill mountain
community ,were so dissatisfied
with the way snow plows cleared
roads around Liberty that they
posted posted several large warn-
ing signs at bad places in the
highways. The signs read: "Slow.
Road Plowed for Spring Plant-
I hyrsday, April 20,
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WE'RE SORR
We're sorry we are unable to present "Sands of Iwo
aay and Monday as advertised. It will be shown at a :.••
In its place we have secured "Canadian Pacific" .. rea
picture we believe you'll find equally as exciting and
Tom Simmons,
CAPITOL
RANDOLPH SCOTT
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VICTOR MY • IWIC1 RS11
Adned Enjoyment!
COLOR CARTOON
TUES. & WED., APR. 25-26
F. B. I. JOINS
SCOTLAND
YARD...TO
TRACK DOWN
FOREIGN AGENTS!
0060.'1 tcit
Louis HAYWARD Dennis O'KEER
LOUISE ALLBRITTON • CARL ESMOND
Added Enjoyment!
BUGS BUNNY CARTOON
SPORTS NOVI I .
THUR. & FRI., APR. 27-28
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Benefits
Increase
, ot-fittetttatiett
ions brought on by
seasonal factors and
uations, combined to
nernployment insur-
payments i# March
thly high of $1,769,-
g to the Kentucky
f Economic Security
The highest previa
I had been 21,550,-
949.
nah, Unemployment
ivision director, re-
continued claims for
in March increased
nt from February
a result of the heavy
ad of the first two
e year. Apparently.
large majority of
laced during Janu-
ruary have not been
heir jobs. On the
, Hannah noted that
for benefits dropped
lately 3,000 I eat
sting that layoffs
nails: less than in the
months.
d that the revisions
ployment Insurance
by the 1950 General
effective April
•chedule of pay-
:or a maximum of
for.24 weeks. Pre-
maximum was $20
Active claims on file
be paid according to
ule, since the estab-
A rate for, an appli-
be changed for the
M. YOUNG
Dealer
116. 
Character Building
Is Most Important
uty OtParetts-
HUSHAND,PICKETS WIFE: Johnny Anions, wearing a sign say-
ing his. wife is unfair to him and their son, follows her across the
_street at Pprtland,Dre. He said she told him she wanted a divorce.
That, he said, is unfair. She refuted to comment.'A(P Wirephoto)
duration of his behefit year. Only
new .claims filed subsequent to
April 1, Hannah emphasized, are
subject to the revised benefit
rates.
Confirming the 'rosier outlook
in the employment picture, L. P.
Jones, director of the Division of
Employment Service,' reported
that job openings revelced in the
local economic security offices al-
most doubled the February fig-
ure, totalling 2,921. The number
of jobs filled showed a corres-
ponding gain, and the level of
placement activities was com-
parable to March, 1949. New ap-
plications for work during the
month were off 15 per cent, indi-
cating fewer job seekers looking
for work.
Some worms have a branching
sack for a stomach.
41 WORRY OVER
ICH BILL TO PAY"-
( THEM ALL
EASIER WAY! BLee Doan
EL-c. _7
CAN BORROW the money from vs to pay all
in ono lump sum. Then yisu'll have only ono plac• to
only one small payment to make each month.
E OR COME IN and tell us how much you need.
iStyclatejy.t1C.E..CORP,ORATIOt OF KY
o W. Market Street PHONE 2881
11.11.1:1011. its. DAVID N. RIDEOUT, Mgr,
e urc es
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister,
Services:
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
CYF meets at 6:00 p m. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednes-
day at 7:00 p. m.
CIE/71+AL' PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
SUNDAY
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
10:45 a.m. Morning Service
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
WEDNESDAY
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
8:15 p.m. Choir Practice
OGDEN METHODIST
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
a o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
o'clock
FIRST BAPTIST
, H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
5:45 p. m. Training Union
7:00 p. m. Evening Worship
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
7:15 p. m.
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
PRINCETON
CHURCH Or THE IMMACU-
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL-
INGTOS
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
Mrss at 10 o'clock.
'Holy-Days, Mass at 7 o'clock
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOS-
PITAL CHAPEL
First, third and fifth Sundays
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
ASH DRESSES
Dots — Stripes and
Novelty Prints
SIZES —12 To 40
Many Styles Have Zipper Fasteners
$195
inkel's Fair Store
"Where Your $$ Have More Cents"
.4"
By David Taylor Marke
Character development begins
in the cradle. But it is something
a child cannot be forced to learn
before his growth and maturity
make is possible. A parent who
does not, understand this may be
seriously undermining the char-
acter growth of his child.
The General Federation of
Women's clubs, with over three
million members in 63 countries,
is about to start a world-wide ef-
fort of this principle. The move-
ment is backed by the Palmer
Foundation, a philanthropic en-
terprise established by S. E. Pal- FL IN H AT 102: Mrs. Lydia Stevens gives a playful twist
mer, Texarkana, Tex.', publisher, to the propellor of a plane at Revere Airport at Natick, Mass., be-
and Mrs. Palmer. fore taking off in aa advance celebration of her 102nd birthday.
As a first step, the Federation Mrs. Stevens, a Me., has enjoyed flying as a
has just published a study entitled passenger since (AP Wirephoto)
'Parents Rseponsibility in Char-
acter Development.' It was pre-
pared at Washington State Col-
lege, Pullman, Washington, by
Dr. Olive John Morgan, director
of the Psychological Clinic at Jef-
ferson Medical College, Philadel-
phia, Dr. Wallis Beasley, acting
chairman, Department of Socio
logy, Washington State College;
Louise Arey Esterer, former state
supervisor of Special Education,
Michigan Department of Public
Instruction, Lansing, and Loren
Belknap, instructor, Department
of Sociology, Washington State
College.
Although the program is de-
signed primarily for study groups
of clubs affiliated with the Gen-
eral Federation, it sic ould be
made a part of the thinking of
all parents, school teachers and
other persons engaged in work
with children, especially those of
pre-school age. •
The study follows the findings
of psychologists and psychiatrists
that embarrassments, disappoint-
ments and frustrations of child-
hood often produce emotional
scars which may remain in the
subconscious mind and later
cause trouble. •
If a child learns at an early age,
to express himself without fear,
says the study; ti) develop the im-
pression that he is being loved
and accepted; to undergo disci-
pline as a learning process; to
make his own decisions and to
take the consequences of those
decisions, he will be on his way
to an enrichment of character as
he grows.
A child, says the study, "cannot
feel kindly toward other people,
and want to behave kindly in re-
lation to them, until he has had
the experience of kindness him-
self. One of the ways in which
he builds up this experience is
Rev. William Borntraeger is
pastor and the Rev. Richard
r'..lements is assistant pastor.
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
Sulida3/ Sthocil every Sunday
afternoon at 2:30.
Preaching every second and
fourth Sunday afternoons at
2:30.
Prayer meeting every Satur-
day at 7:30 p. m.
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett is pastor.
Sunday School-10 a in
Preaching-11 a. m.
Training Union-6 p. m.
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
7 p. m.
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old MadLsonville Road, Rev
Alintain E Cunningham, pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
11.M.
r.vangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday evening prayer
*ervice 7:00 p.m.
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Rev. H. C. Knight, pastor.
Preaching services every sec-
ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m.
and 7 p. m.
Prayer meeting every Thurs-
day night at 7 p. m.
Sunday school every Sunday
morning at 9:45 a. m.
CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
W. H. Tallent, minister
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
Prayer meeting every Wednes-
day at 7:45 p. m., followed by
choir rehearsal.
native
her 90th
of Lubec,
birthday.
New Cottages To Open
At Kentucky Lake Park
The first vacation cottages in
one of Kentucky's newest parks—
Kentucky Lake State Park—were
unveiled to the public on Sun-
day, April 16.
Fifteen cottages ave been corn-
through the gentle, loving care
he receives from his parents. If
his parents leave him feeling in-
secure, he continues to show his
need in shyness or aggressive-
ness, in being too dependent upon
his mother, in homesickness, and
in marriage difficulties when he
is older."
We can tell when our children
are growing toward good charac,
ter, says the study, when we see
that they have a genuine liking
for .other people, both children
and grownups, and enjoy being
with others. That's an important
indication of good adjustment. At
the same time they don't need
other people around all the time
to keep them happy. They can
entertain themselves. They are
neither over-sensitive or too de-
pendent.
Other signs that our children
are adjusting properly, says the
study, are: 1. Their - respect for
other people's property and
rights; 2. Their not hurting any-
one's feelings purposely for any-
thing; 3. Their getting over hav-
ing temper tantrums when ,hey
can't have their own way; 4. Their
ability and willingness to accept
responsibilities and their ability
to face things pretty squarely and
honestly.
Above all else however, says
the study, the important thing is
for parents to realize what they
need is a clear understanding of
what makes good character pos-
sible. They must realize that
they have to create these condi-
tions for themselves, and that
they can only help their children
by being the kind of people they
want their children to become.
Not being able to be perfect
people all at once, they must rea-
lize that growth should be their
goal, not perfection. They can
then think of their children as
learners, and their mistakes as
valuable steps in seeing more
clearly' the ways of creating the
good they are seeking.
*Gradually parents will come to
know the true meaning of love
and the reality of the Golden
Rule (Thirteenth Chapter of First
Corinthians) the cap-stone of the
Palmer Foundation's objectives—
, . Love suffereth long, and
is kind; love envieth not; love
vaunteth not itself, is not puffed
up doth not behave itself unseem-
ly, seeketh not her own, is not
easily provoked, thinketh no evil;
rejoiceth not in iniquity, but re-
joiceth in the truth; Beareth all
things, believeth a 11 things,
hopeth a 1 1 things, endureth all
things. Love never faileth . . .
And now abideth faith, hope,
love, these three; but the greatest
of these is love."
H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.
Your
Headquarters
For
Ferguson Tractors
HopkinsvIlle Rd. Phone 3226
Princeton, Ky.
Season to Season
Home Beauty
It's wonderfully easy
to achieve the decora
live effect you strive
for — with wallpapers
selected from our
wide, tasteful assort-
ment. Come see our
budget priced group
now!
FROM 121/2c A ROLL
STEGER LUMBER CO.
pleted at this park, and will be
ready for occupancy that day.
They, are a departure from the
typical rustic park cabins, for
they are modernistic in design and
furnished in a modern style. The
cottages are built of stucco, and
range in size from one to four
rooms. Each has a bathroom and
kitchenette, a n d are completely
furnished, with dishes, cooking
utensils, linens and other facili-
ties.
Kentucky Lake State Park is
located on U. S. Highway 68,
where that highway crosses the
lake on Eggner's Ferry bridge. It
consists of 1,400 acres along the
lake. The new cottages are built
on a bluff overlooking the lake.
This part is 20 miles from Ken-
tucky Dan at Gilbertsville, where
another state park—Kentucky
Dam Village—is located.
In ailition to seeing the new
.cottages at the Open house held
April 16, the public also was in-
vited by the State Division of
Parks to inspect other facilities in
the park, including the bat/Meuse
and beach, the concession build-
ing, picnic shelters and the boat
dock.
While some of these facilities
were placed in operation last year,
the forthcoming season will be
the first for the complete opera-
tion of Kentucky Lake State
Park as a going concern.
William Hamrick is superin-
tendent of the park. '
WALKER HAS IT
COSTUME JEWELRY
FOR SPRING
WALKER'S DRUGS &
JEWELRY
Princeton, Ky. Dial 3211
Two Owensboro Gas
Companlea Merge
Frankfort — (AP) — The mer-
ger of the Western Kentucky Gas
Company and the Taylor-Green
Gas Company, boat of Owensboro,
has been approved by the public
service commission. The rates
now charged by each firm will
continue the same. There were no
protest against the merger.
Western Kentucky G a s Com-
pany serves Princeton.
"This Is The Place" modument,
just east of Salt Lake City, Is
where Brigham Young decided he
and his Mormon followers would
end their westward trek and set-
tle in 1847.
The U. S. Bureau of Land Man-
agement handles 22,000 oil and
gas leases on more than 19,000,000
acres of public lands.
OH
f. DEAR!
DADDY& BEEN
BRINION6
UP OUR
PRINCETON CREAMERY
MILK AGAIN!
— 4s
Creamery
Phone 155
When in Hopkinsville
MAKE
PLANTERS HDWE. CO.
(Incorporated)
Your Headquarters
West Seventh at Cleveland Ave.
HOPKINSVILLE
TERMITE SPECIALISTS
OVER 3,500 CONTRACTS -
Some of Largest in
The Country
FREE
INSPECTION AND ESTIMATES
WITTY AND CARL
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
P. 0. BOX 256 PHONE 775-W
C. A. WoodallInsurance Agency
Russell Woodall
Associates
Sit Baker Roberta Wheeler
Over 40 Years We Have Stayed and Paid
Z A. Woodall Virgil Smith
OFFICES
Princeton
Tel. 2441
Fredonia Marion
Tel. 9 Tel. 69
Established 1907
241/ma Z7j44 easteit
ALL SPRING DRESSES
GREATLY REDUCED
Short Coats
Were
$17.95 to $55.00
Now
$11.95 to $35.00
Long Coats
Were
$33.95 to $59.95
Now
$25.00 to $39.95
ALL SIZES
ALL WOOL
ALL COLORS
LIGHT COLORED
Spring Coats
Were
$25.00 to $69.95
Now
$17.95 to $42.95
DARK COLORED
Spring Coats
Were
$33.95 to $69.95
Now
$22.95 to $4,9.95
iSA
The Exclusive Ladies' Store
Hopkinsvill•
14)
Quinn's Grocery Is
By virtue of a resolution here- 
Completely Rennovated
tofore passed by the City Council
of the City of Princeton, Kentuc-
sky,..rikerstiam_lhe. Undersigned to
advertise /or bids al-alien a
chime to use the streets, avenues,
alleys and public places Of the
City of Princeton, Kentucky, for
the purpose of owning, operat-
ing, equipping and maintaining a
system for the distribution of
electric energy, the undersigned,
as City Clerk of said City, will
on the 24th day of April, 1950, at
or about the hour of 10:00 o'clock
A. M. sell at public auction to
the highest and best bidder at
the CIty,Hall in said City, a fran-
chise for the purposes above set
mat
Said franchise is more partticu-
larly described and fully defined
in a proposed ordinance granting
and creating the same and said
proposed ordinance defines the
terms and conditions upon .which
said sale will be made, and is in
full as follows: •
AN ORDINANCE
THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF PRINCETON, CALL)-
WELL COUNTY. KENTUCKY,
DO ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1. That the purchas-
er or .grantee of this franchise,
his or its legal representatives,
successors, and assigns, be and is,
subject to the conditions herein-
after contained, hereby authoriz-
ed and empowered to aoquire,
purchase, construct, maintain and
operate in and through the-City
of Princeton, Kentucky, a symtent
or works for the generation, dis-
tribution and transmission of elec-
trical energy from points either
within or without the corporate
limits of said -City, to said City
and the inhabitants thereof, and
from and through said municipali-
ty to persons, corporations and
municipalities beyond the limits
thereof, and for the sale of same
for light, heat, power and other
purposes; and to erect and main-
tain poles, wires' and other ap-
paratus necessary or convenient
for the operation of said system
in, upon, across and along each
and all of the streets, avenues,
alleys and public places in said
City; to have and hold, as by
law authorized, any and all real
estate, easements, water a n d
other rights necessary or conveni-
ROUND or SIRLOIN STEAK,
lb. 
Page Ten
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Federated Store Sales
And Earnings For Year
Set All-Time Higt
--ItestlrYork e*Pa---Pedorats
ed Department Stores, Inc., will
announce all-dame high net earn-
ings of $15,440,496 for the fiscal
year ended January-28 in the an-
nual report which will be sent
testockholders in 10 days. The
net is equal to $5.57 a common
share,
Earnings for t h e latest year
compare with net of $14,780,181,
or $5.84 a share, in the previous
year. The average number of
common shares outstanding dur-
ing the year was somewhat larger
than in 1948. •
Net sales for the latest year
also reached a new high, $358,-
551,020, against $346,526,318 a
year earlier.
Federated's stores includes one
here in Princeton, owned by Mrs.
C. F. Engelhardt.
Quinn 4-H Club To Hold
Community Rally Day
Members of the Quinn 4-H
Club will sponsor a community
Rally Day at 2 p. m. Monday,
April 24, according to an an-
nouncement made at the club's
last regular meeting. At that time
four individual and two team
demonstrations as well as a style
revue wilT be .presented.
At the last meeting, Vice-
President Glenn Roberts led the
club pledge and the salute to the
flag. The secretary, Ella Mae
Massey. led the group in the
singing of "Oh, Susanna" and
"Let's All Gat Together." Eleven
members answered roll call by
giving the crow call.
The food and good grooming
Committees reported three pro-
ject meeting, on which progress
has been made. Marlene Lowry
stated that six girls are taking
foods and that attendance was 100
per cent at the meetings. Anna
Rose Hill reported that six girls
are taking the project on good
grooming.
Miss Wilma Vandiver, Mrs.
Hopkins, and Mrs. -Crenshaw with
eleven members and two visitors
were present.
Mr. and M r s. E. L. Sharp,
West Main street, were in Hop-
kinsville Monday.
I Cloy charter I
"I . No, 24Will Meet Friday,
Call meeting Friday, April 21,
at 7 p. m. to confer the first
three degrees and for annual
inspection. Companions wel-
come.
Mark Cunningham, High Priest
L C. Glover, Secretary
Quinn's Grocery, located on
West Shepardson street, has been
_remodeled and redec-
orated with an annex it Is
announced by J. W. Quinn, own.
er. New shelves for self-service
and floureacent lighting have also
been added.
any and all damages, judgments,
decrees% costs and expenses, in-
cluding a. reasonable •attorney's
fee, which said City may legally
Suffer or incur or which may be
legally obtained against said City
for or by reason of the use and
occupation of any street, avenue,
alley, or other public place in
said City by the purchaser, pur-
suant to the terms of this fran-
chise, or legally resulting from
the exercise by said purchsser of
any of the privileges herein grant-
ed; and, if any claim 'shall be
made or suit brought against said
City for damages alleged to have
been sustained by reason of the
occupation of any street, avenue,
alley or public place by said pur-
chaser, the City shall immediate-
ly notify the purchaser in writ-
Ina thereof, add the purchaser is
hereby given the right and privi-
lege to defend or assist in defend-
ing such suit, in the name et the
City.
SECTION 3. Ti purchaserpurchaser of
this franchise may furnish elec-
tricity for light, heat, power and
any other purpose to any pergon
or persons reading along or _near
the aforesaid streets, avenue& al-
leys and public places, and may
make such lawful contracts for
the use thereof as may be agreed
upon between said purchaser
and the said person or persons.
SECTION 4. The purchaser of
this franchise shall extend its
electric light or power lines and
install additional equipment
whenever there is assured to it
from additional business to be de-
rived therefrom a reasonable re-
turn upon the investment requir-
ed' to install such extension.
SECTION 5. The purchaser
shall have the right to make and
enforce reasonable rules and reg-
ulations necessary to Ihe proper
conduct of its business and pro-
ent for said purpose; to use within 
tection of its property.
the present and future corporatel 
SECTION IS. The purchaser
limits pf said City any and all s
hall have the right to charge for
streets, avenues, alleys and pub- ele
ctrical energy supplied with-
lic places as the same are now i
n the City, rates that are reas-
or may hereafter be laid out, onab
le and that are subject to
while constructing or operating
said electric light -.system or
works, and the right to cross any
and all streets and streams in
said City for the purpose of con-
structing, maintaining or extend-
ing such poles, wires and other
apparatus as may be necessary or
convenient for the proper distri-
bution of electric energy in and
through said City. After any polel
has once been erected and the,
Board of Council shall order the
smoval of said pole to another
location, the City shall pay the
cost of making Sul:41 relocation,
unless same shall be duirto 
eeing, regrading or reconstrue-
tion of the street or highway, in
which case the owner will relo-
cate at its expense. In any exten-
sions of the present distribution
system, additional poles shall be
placed under the supervision of
the Board of Council.
SECTION 2. The purchaset of
this franchise shall indemnify,
and save harmless the City from
28 oz. jar  19(APPLE BUTTER, Dutch Girl
AMERICAN CHEESE FOOD, F
isher's
2 lb. box  15(
No. 2 sieve, No. 2 can 121(PEAS, Glee Club, Alaska, fancy
No. 1 tall can 
SALMON, Derby Brand 33(
39(CIIERRIES, South Haven, red sourpitted, 19 oz. can 2 for 
PEACHES, Remarkable, sliced in
syrup, No. 2SS can 3 for 
TOMATO JUICE, Brunson's
46 oz. can 
SAUER KRAUT, Lang
No. 2¼ can 
SUNSHINE MILK, ..so sess
tall can 
LINEN MOPS, White Deck Slasher
No. 16 12 ca. Tidyup 
PEAS, Handy
No. 2 can 
regulation by the Public Service
Commission of Kentucky.
SECTION 7. All the rights and
privileges granted by this fran-
chise shall be for a period of Ten
(10) years from and after same
shall be granted to the purchas-
er thereof and said franchise
shall be in full force and effect
for the period aforesaid from
and after the date of said grant.
SECTION 8. This franchise
may be transferred by the pur-
chaser and the word "purchaser"
whenever used in this franchise
shall include and be taken to FOR SALE: One 
Allis Chalmers
mesn anrcsi apnpdlyasslisgonsto oafll stahide YHDo/u14n gb. umlidaodziesoenvCdhlearlesHoteHL. 1
purchaser. - - • Madisonville, Ky, 41-2tc
SECTION 9. It shall be the FOR SALE: Magic Chef gag
duty-of the City Clerk, as soon as
practicable after the introdeetion range
; four • burner table-top.
of this ordinance, to sell at pub- Perfect condition; priced rea-
lic auction, to the highest and sonable. Contact Mrs. Frank
best bidder, the within franchise Tanner, Eddyville, Ky. Dial
at the City Hall of Princeton,
Kentucky, on some day to be fix- 3281.
 - • 42-1tp
ed by him after advertising the
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, 
KENTUCKY
_ . 
Classified Ads
FOR SALE: Cayce-Yost has com-
t maker.. 203 N. Harrison St.
plete stocks of Fencing, light'
and heavy barb; Seed Ge&n,1
Fertilizer L in u Id, Fe 
Blue Mold Killer, 2,4-D Weed-
No-More, Garden and Field
Seeds and 26 gauge 9-v Galva-
nised Roofing.
When in Hopkinsvilie Shop
all Eight of Cayce:Yost's De-
partments for Better things for
Farni and Home.
In Hopkinpville It's Cayce-
Yost Company. 42-1 tc
AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
glass cul and installed In all
cars. Williams I'mtaco Service
Station, Corner Plum & main.
Phone 557. tfc
FOR RENT: Three-room furnish-
ed apartment with private bath.
Phone 3620. 42-1tc
FOR SALE: Spinet slightly used
-Bargain. Used pianos from
$69.00. Dye Piano Co., 409 S.
Main, Hopkinsville. 42-PItc
FOR RENT: Small apartment un-
furnished. Gas oven furnished
if desired. Private bath. Hill
Building. Dial 2231. 42-1f
FOR SALE: High quality lespede-
za seed. Test 99.76 per cent put-
ity; 93 -'per cent germination.
Also Ladino clover, certified
and commercial Ky. 31 fescue.
Fredonia Valjey Seed Co. Dial
4212 or 4202. 32-1tc
FOR RENT: Dragline for digging
ponds or ditches; by hour or
job. Chambers Distribtiting Co.
Madisonville, Phone 433-W.
42-2tp
FOR SALE: One David Bradley
Garden Tractor with sickle bar
attachment. Practically n e w.
Has been used about ten hours.
Dial 2521. 42-1tp
FOR SALE: Four-room house
with bath and gas furnace. Lo-
cated 317 Madisonville road.
Jewell T. Fralick. Dail 2388.
42-1 tp
FOR SALE: Choice Holstein and
Guernsey heifer calves. T. H.,
Bang's tested. Six to ten weeks
old. Price delivered by truck
to your farm: Six weeks at $45.
and ten weeks at $55. Delivered
on approval in lots of five or
more. Some one year and two ,
year old heifers. Write or wire
Merlin J. Rux, Muscoda, Wis-
consin. 38-8tc
LIMA BEANS, Larsen's fresh 
1 5(
SODA CRACKERS, Ovenkist 43(
1.4ip CORN, Sunburst
10 oz. can 
GREEN BEANS, Nancy Joe
cut, No. 2 can 
CORN, Smart Shopper, wh. Cr. style
Co. Gent. 20 oz. can 10c  3
PEANUT BUTTER, Gold Craft
32 oz. jar 
123(
121(
29(
55(
CLEAN SWEEP BROOMS 19(
25( LAUNDRY BLEACH, Best White32 oz. bottle  10(
10( TUNA FISH, Dice BrandNo. Va can  25(
SHINEUP MOPS10( -16 oz. No. 20 each 65(
39( SALAD DRESSING, Table Garden32 op. jar 31(
10( HOMINY. Scott CountyNo. 2 can 25(
Fruits And Vegetables
ONIONS, Yellow
3 pOunds 
BANANAS, Large & ripe
pound 
141( APPLES, Virginia Winesap
Meat Specials
CHOICE GRADE A BEEF
"71; aPKROAST, 19( 49(
BEEF SHORT RIBS.
lb. 
SUGAR CURED BACON, small size 
 21((whole or half) lb.
EXCAVATING: Roads, ponds,
grading and basement digging.
Can dig basements after house
is built. For estimate, call Mad-
isonville 3 4 3 W. Satterfield
Bros. 42-4tp
MALE HELP WANTED: Reliable
man with car wanted to call on
farmers in S. Caldwell County.
Wonderful opportunity. $15 to
$20 in a day. No experience or
capital required. Permanent. I
Write today. McNESS COM-
PANY, Dept. A, Freeport, Ill
- 
42-2tp
FOR SALE; Outboard Motors frat
Cruises control, shift to Scott-
Atwater. Warm up in neutral
shift to reverse and forward. 4
h. p. 5 h. p. and 71/2 h. p. with,
shift. Williams Texaco Service,
StationPium and Main St
Phone 2445. tfc
FOR SALE: If you don't know
used cars, be sure you know
the dealer. For clean, used ears
in all price ranges, see Ran-
dolph Motors. Ours are A-1.
Ford sales and service. 36-tfc
YOUR DOLLAR: Will buy piano,
not overhead, at Dye Piano Co,
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky
32-47tp
WATCH MAKING: All makes and
models; clocks, jewelry repair-
ed. All work guaranteed. Chas.
"'Pete" Russell, certified watch-
proposed ordinance and the three
and place of sale thereof once a
week for two consecutive weeks,
in the Princeton Leader, a news-
oaper of general circulation pub-
lished in this City, and in mak-
ing said sale, he shall receive no
bid for a less amount than the
total expense connected with the
making of said sale including the
cost of advertising, and he shall
report his actions hereunder at a
subsequent meeting of this Board
of Council.
Said Board of Council, reserves
the right to reject any and all
bids.
CLIF'TON HOLLOWELL, Mayor
ATTEST:
GARLAND QUISENBERRY, City
Clerk 41-2te
ILet No Grave
Bel Unmarked
Enduring Quality Memorials
Moderate Prices
Dial 2640 Write Cr Visit
ALLEN
Monumental Works
Daweon Road at Center St.
tr1vial:40N Ky.
33-1fe
JOR SALE: Two used washers.
See McConnell Iee r c I
puny, W. Market street, or
phene 2091. 42-1tc
LOST: Gold tr:ip Shaeffer pencil
somewhere in the city of Prince-
ton. Reward. Phone 3777. 42-1tp
WALLPAPER SALE: One-half
price on wallpaper of oter 300
patternp to choose from. Joiner
Hardware Company, home of
Red Spot Paints, Princeton,
Ky. 29-17te
FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
and Electrical Supplies, visit.
Stallins and Kennedy Electru
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed
tfc
Now Is The Time
Now is the time to raise some
good mules. The average team on
the farm now is about 15-years-
old. Most of them will be gone
before we can raise good ones to
fill their places. Not many of us
in this section can farm economi-
cally without one or two teams
We have in our barn the best lot
of 'Teas we ever Owned. Also-Meet
saddle' stallion and shall be glad
to see you any time. Service hours
9 a. m. and 2 p. -m. H. C. McCon-
nell, Princeton Route 3. Phone
3831. Eight miles from Princeton
42-2te
Former Residents Named
To Head Kentucky Club
Mrs. Ray Ellis and Mrs. Arnold
Winkenhofer, former Princeton-
ians, have been made president
and first vice-president, respec-
tively, of the Kentucky Club in
Atlanta, Ga., it was reported this
week. Mrs. Ellis is the former
Martha Stegar. The club is com-
posed of Kentuckians residing in
Atlanta.
Less than one per cent of the
area of Alaska has been surveyed.
McHargs Attending
J. C. Penney Convention
Mr.. and Mrs, Joe McHarg left
Tuesday for Atlanta, Ga., where
they are attending the nationa
l
eartuentiun_ if thg J. C. Penney
Co., being held at the Henry 
Gra-
dy Hotel. Mr. McHarg 
will parti-
cipate on the convention pr
ogram.
They will visit points in Alaba
ma,
Mississippi and Arkansas before
their return home:
&RTE..
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The outstanding white beauty of this paint
will make your house the envy of your
neighbors. It will be the ,.'vhitest, white
house on your street, and it will stay while
for many years.
It pays to get Me best... Buy BPS
PER GALLON
Wt. Nadine Sot, j
ployee of the Interstate
Corporation, has es epts,
don gibookkess.
Dunn Co., it we „-
week by Curtis Coleic
ner in the firm
BPS House Paint gine
you a Paint *Bonus...
*extra years of beatg
and protection at no
extra cost.
McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
111 W. Ct. Sq. Dial 2585
You're Invited!
COOKING SCHOOL-HOME
FREEZER DEMONSTRATION
Thursday Afternoon
April 27th 2:00 to 4:00 P.M.
See the ease and convenience you'll enjoy
when cooking with your new General
Electric Range. All you do-is push a
button for the desired cooking speed and
forget it. Your G-E Automatic "Push-
Button" range will do the rest. And do it
quick, clean, safe and economically.
And illustrated below the (;-E Home
Freezer; a worthy companion for your G-E
Range. Your G-E Home Freezer will save
you many'hours each day. Yon just reach
into your freezer and there's everything
you need. Your soups, meats, vegetables,
fruits and desserts. And you Save real
money on your food budget too.
Make plans now, to see Miss Daisy Miller
demonstrate how to live better electrical-
ly, with General Electric,
A SELECTION
OF THE LATEST
KITCHEN TESTED RECIPES
Miss Miller, Home Economist for
the General Electric Supply Cor-
poration, will conduct the Cook-
ing School and Home Freezer
Demonstration. \S h e' II. demon-
strate the processing of foods for
freezing and the cooking of frozen
foods. Miss Miller will welcome
any question on those subjects.
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